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PREFACE 
 

By C. FETHERSTONHAUGH. 
  
The Australasian Pastoralists' Review, ever ready to assist the Pastoral industry, having been 
asked to re-publish my articles on the Meat Export Trade, which have appeared in their 
columns, and also in those of the Sydney Daily Telegraph, I gladly agreed to the proposal, the 
more so that I had been myself asked by a number of friends to get those articles put into 
pamphlet form.  
 

I am very glad of this opportunity of expressing my great indebtedness, for much of the matter 
therein contained, to those gentlemen in New Zealand who, some 12 months ago, on the 
occasion of my visiting that colony, so generously and so kindly afforded me all possible 
information on matters pertaining to the " Export of Meat," although I expressly stated to these 
gentlemen, who were chiefly managers of freezing works, that my object was to assist in the 
initiation of a large graziers' company in New South Wales, which might prove to be a 
formidable rival.  
 

To my good ally, Mr. W. Cunningham Smith, of Dunedin, I am specially indebted for all the 
good offices he rendered me during a visit to that city, which will ever be regarded by me as 
one of the happiest times in my life.  
 

Having, in the last six months, become convinced through personal investigations of the great 
superiority of the inland chilling system, the final work being done at port, over any other 
method of operating on sheep for export, I would wish here to remind graziers and consumers 
throughout Australia of their indebtedness to the self- sacrificing labor of Mr. Robert Hudson; 
that gentleman is the pioneer of the chilled meat system in Australia, and to him it is now due, 
that our Graziers' Meat Export Company is in a position to put forward a method of operation, 
the adoption of which almost, ensures success. It is much to be regretted that all Mr. Hudson's 
labours have, as regards himself, only resulted in pecuniary loss. Mr. Alex, Bruce, our pains-
taking Chief Inspector of Stock, has also in season, and out of season, advocated this chilling 
system, and finally to the enterprise of the Pastoral Finance Association, under the advice of 
Mr. J. H. Geddes, is due, that the chilling system, so long an experiment, is now a pronounced 
success. 
  

I would add here, that by the successful shipment of frozen. meat from Melbourne by the 
"Strathleven" in 1880, it was proved for the first time that frozen meat could be put on the 
Home (being England) market sound and fresh. My old friend, Hastings Cunningham, was the 
prime mover in this pioneer shipment.  
 

This pamphlet is published chiefly in the expectation of assisting the Graziers' Meat Export 
Company, with which I feel myself now so bound up and identified, that I can only say, if it 
does not succeed, my friends can order a tombstone for me. But it must succeed, supported, as 
it is, by all the Banks, all the Pastoral Companies, and all the leading graziers, large and small, 
in New South Wales.  
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It is now about 18 months since Mr. David Elder, General Manager for Australia of the New 
Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co., Limited, a gentleman who has ever taken a 
prominent position in the meat export trade, proposed that I should devote myself to the work.  
 

This Company has therefore been in process of incubation ever since, and would have been 
brought forward last April but for the financial crisis, which we may now hope has passed 
away with the reconstruction of one of the most important of our great pastoral companies. 
The projectors of the Graziers' Meat Export Company were only waiting, as foreshadowed in 
these articles, for a clear coast to put their scheme before the public.  
 

Mr. F, Bacon, of Dumble, however, took time (or, rather, the pastoralist) by the forelock, 
convened a meeting on the 9th of February last, and forced our position with the happiest 
results. But for Mr. Bacon's prompt action it is more than probable that the initiatory step of 
forming the Company would not have been taken for some time yet.  
 
Cuthbert Fetherstonhaugh 
 April 18th, 1894.  
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INTRODUCTION. 
   

The interesting and informing articles, which we here reproduce, attracted much attention 
when they first appeared in The Australasian Pastoralists' Review and in the Sydney Daily 
Telegraph, and we have been asked by a number of our subscribers to put them together in  
pamphlet form.    

Mr. Cuthbert Fetherstonhaugh, whose portrait we reproduce from the current issue of the 
Pastoralists' Review, is known as a “hard grafter," on broad and liberal lines, at all that pertains 
to the advancement of our great pastoral industry, whether it be rabbits young and rabbits old, 
land law reform, sheep breeding, or export of meat."  
  

Mr. Fetherstonhaugh having specially requested us to say as little as possible about himself, 
we will confine our remarks to stating that the graziers of New South Wales and those 
financial institutions whose future depends so much on the prosperity of the grazing industry, 
are extremely fortunate in having, at the initiation of the Graziers' Meat Export Company, 
secured the services of a gentleman who has not only thoroughly informed himself on the 
whole matter, but to whom all labour in the formation of such a Company will be truly a 
labour of love. We must also merely add that if natural capacity for work, indomitable energy 
and capability, form likely elements of success in any undertaking, then it should not take long 
to bring the Graziers' Meat Export Company to a successful issue.  
 

We know the subject of our sketch considers it of such paramount importance to the whole 
colony that we have heard him say, "This is a work worth living for," indeed, he added, 
"Almost worth dying for."  
 

From the inception of the Pastoralists' Review Mr. Fetherstonhaugh has been a valued 
contributor, and we gladly avail ourselves of this opportunity of acknowledging our 
indebtedness to him.  
 

We reproduce these articles with the greater pleasure because we believe they will be of 
considerable assistance to those gentlemen who are so actively engaged in forming the 
Graziers' Meat Export Company of New South Wales, Limited, whose Prospectus also appears 
in our pages. This Company is to be complimented on their very strong and efficient 
Executive' Committee, and of whom Mr. T. F. Knox, Managing Director in Sydney of Dalgety 
& Company, Limited, and the energetic and zealous Chairman, Mr. G. H. Cox having retired.  
 

We have no hesitation in saying that there is no question of more importance before the public 
of Australia at the present moment than the satisfactory disposal of the surplus stock of the 
colony, in other words, the export of meat.  
 

In one of our cartoons we, some time ago, depicted the Australian grazier staggering under a 
load of heavy burdens, among which we did not include the low price of stock, for the very 
good and cogent realisation that this is a burden which he has power himself to remove, and 
that promptly, if he will but make the effort.  
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In the almost magical development of the meat export trade of New Zealand, the Australian 
grazier has an object lesson which should inspire him not only with hope, but with energy and 
decision.  
 

No man has done better work in the development of that trade than Mr. John Cooke, the 
Manager in Australia of the Australian Mortgage Land and Finance Company, Limited, whose 
portrait appeared in the March number of The Pastoralists' Review, and which we here 
reproduce. Mr. Cooke was the original promoter of the "Canterbury Frozen Meat and Dairy 
Produce Export Company, Ltd.," one of the most complete meat export factories in New 
Zealand, and one which has established a world-wide reputation for "Best Canterbury Mutton."  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. John Cooke 
 

In season and out of season, against great opposition and still greater prejudice, Mr. Cooke and 
this Company fought the battle of the producer and won. An Auckland correspondent writes of 
Mr. Cooke's efforts: "His energy and foresight in the frozen meat industry have rendered New 
Zealand very largely his debtor, a fact that will never be forgotten by those who are acquainted 
with the very valuable services rendered this colony in this most important business."  
 

Mr. Cooke is conversant with all sides of this great industry, for to him is also due the 
initiation and successful development of the "Christchurch Meat Company, Limited," a 
speculative Company which has done great things in developing the trade, and more especially 
in relieving the sheep farmers of all risk by buying direct from the grower "on the hoof," or as 
"dead meat." This Company does a large business on the O.I.F. basis, a business alluded to at 
some length by Mr. Fetherstonhaugh in this pamphlet. The mutton of the Christchurch Meat 
Company has become a recognised standard article of commerce, and is regularly sold by 
cable on a cash freight-insurance basis, just as cargoes of wheat are sold C.I F.  
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Thoroughly conversant with both systems, Mr. Cooke strongly advocates the absolute 
necessity of Australian sheep farmers taking this matter into their own hands, for should this 
important industry be allowed to fall into the hands of speculative companies, growers, as Mr. 
Cooke graphically puts it, will “go in hobbles for the rest of their days."  
 

There are," says Mr. Cooke in a letter to the Argus, "two classes of concerns in Australia 
dealing with the export of meat:- (a) Those established and worked in the interests of 
producers; and (b) those worked entirely, though not always ostensibly, for the benefit of 
shareholders or proprietors. 
  

Had the trade in New Zealand not been originally designed and worked so as to yield the 
utmost possible profit to the breeder and grazier, the enterprise would never have grown to 
such vast dimensions, nor would the colony have so largely participated in the marvellous 
benefits which have ensued. A few people might have made fortunes, but the struggling farmer 
would have been little better off, and the absence of any stimulus to extend his operations 
would have checked production. As an original promoter, and for years a Director of the 
Canterbury Frozen Meat Company, Limited, a highly successful concern I would state that our 
leading principles were  
 

(1) to freeze nothing but prime meat;  
(2) to constantly aim at and give to the farmer the benefit of a reduction in all the charges for 
freezing, freight, insurance, storing, selling, &c.; and  
(3) To encourage the breeding of early maturing stock. The shareholders were virtually all 
producers, and, while a fair dividend was regularly paid, all concerned heartily acknowledged 
that the indirect advantages of reduced expenses, and the consequent development of the 
industry, made the rate of dividend a subject of very secondary importance.  
 

When I became convinced that there was imminent danger of the business in Australia passing 
away for all time out of the control of the producer and into the hands of speculative dealers or 
Home capitalists, whose sole interest it would be to squeeze just as much juice out of the 
pastoralist as would prevent him from being entirely crushed out of existence, I decided that it 
would not be for want of warning if the producer submitted himself to this disastrous and 
needless pressure.  
 

"This trade must be worked on the basis of the lowest possible charges. In order to increase the 
area of consumption to an extent that will admit of a huge export the masses of the British 
workers must get Australian meat very cheap, and it will not be prudent to base our 
calculations on a higher minimum than, say, 21d. per lb. At present the charges generally in 
Australia are between 2d. and 2d. per lb., so that, unless these are reduced, the trade must come 
to an untimely end.  
 

"Under existing circumstances and charges there is little, if any, advantage in freezing as 
contrasted with boiling down. Many consignments sent from this port last year would, I am 
satisfied, have netted quite as much through the boiling pot. "This trade is so closely identified 
with the best interests of Australasia, and our future prosperity is so dependent on its growth, 
while the apathy of the producer himself is truly appalling, that I cannot resist the chance of 
making an earnest appeal. Look at the incidental advantages the increased shipping, the 
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extended railway traffic, the great employment of labour in killing, loading, fell mongering, 
stevedoring, apart altogether from the profitable improvement and cultivation of land, 
involving the expenditure of ever-expanding labor and capital."  
 

"Commenting on apprehensions as regards the supply of sheep, Mr. Cooke writes, "that when 
the Canterbury Works were started by freezing 250 to 300 sheep a day, there were many 
prophecies that the supply would soon be exhausted." "There is now," he writes, "freezing 
power in Canterbury for 4,000 to 5,000 sheep a day, and the 12 months ending June 30th, 
1893, saw very nearly half a million sheep and lambs exported from that one province."  
 

Mr. Cooke's indefatigable exertions to start a producers' company at Deniliquin, have, after 
much uphill work, resulted in success. His scheme, instead of being taken up "con amore" by 
all sorts and conditions" of graziers, was received not only with much apathy, but with active 
and resolute opposition.  
 

The Company is, however, now formed and registered, the shareholders comprise over 100 
Riverina graziers, no outside assistance was asked for or desired, it is purely a Graziers' 
Company, low charges to shareholders being a leading feature. The Riverina Frozen Meat 
Company, Limited, must be a success, and with that success will be ever linked the name of its 
chairman, Mr. John Cooke. 
 

The proprietors of the Pastoralists' Review have from the first recognised the almost 
paramount importance of the Meat Export Trade, and they have lately opened an office in 
London at 31 Fleet Street, under the superintendence of Mr J. Troubridge Critchell, who 
thoroughly informing himself with regard to all matters pertaining to the trade, will summarize 
his experiences in a monthly report. No better selection could have been made, for Mr. 
Critchell is thoroughly well up in the whole business, especially in the Australian trade, and 
well known to all the chief firms in Smithfield. 
  

If the late T. S. Mort could but re-visit the scenes of his arduous and valued labours, with what 
mixed feelings of wonder and gratification would he view the development of the Frozen Meat 
Trade. With what satisfaction would he regard the results achieved in New Zealand. How 
elated would he be at the sight of one of our huge ocean going steamers, such as the Gothic or 
the Buteshire, steaming off to the old country with some 70,000 frozen sheep in her hold. And, 
finally, how utterly surprised would he be to find the colony in which he initiated the Frozen 
Meat Process, the most backward of the group in making use of his invaluable discovery. How 
eagerly, too, would he adapt himself to the inland chilling system, of which Mr. Robert 
Hudson is the pioneer, and which has been wisely adopted by the Committee of the Graziers' 
Meat Export Company, upon the exhaustive and valuable report furnished by Mr. C. 
Fetherstonhaugh, and attached as an addendum to this pamphlet.  
 

In our anxiety to provide freezing powers, we must not, however, forget that Meat Export 
Companies and Freezing Works will not relieve us unless we breed the right class of sheep 
with which to supply them. We therefore welcome such a re-union as that which took place in 
Sydney in July last, chiefly at the instigation of Mr. W. F. Lawry, Sydney Manager, and Mr. 
James Paterson, Produce Manager of the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency 
Company, Limited, when a number of sheep farmers from the several colonies, including New 
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Zealand, met together to discuss the breeding of suitable "freezers" for export. Much valuable 
information was elicited.  
 

Another meeting is, we are informed, to take place next July, and we sincerely hope the one to 
which we allude was only the first of a long series of similar annual gatherings, and that all 
who are in a position to impart useful information will make a point of attending and giving to 
all the benefits of their experience. 
  

An important matter cropped up at the last monthly meeting of the Committee of the Sydney 
Chamber of Commerce, when the scarcity of tonnage for frozen meat was discussed. Mr. J. 
Barre-Johnston, one of the members, in introducing the subject of how best to assist in the 
providing of tonnage for frozen meat, quoted a long resolution recently adopted at a meeting of 
the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce. The resolution, which is an important one, is too long 
to quote here, but the gist of it was that shippers should give preference to steamships fitted 
with refrigerating machinery for ordinary as well as for perishable goods" If this were carried 
out meat could be carried at more reasonable rates than those which have obtained for some 
time, as vessels fitted to carry meat and butter would thus have almost a certainty of full 
cargoes and quick despatch at both ends of the journey.  
 

Mr. J. Barre-Johnston spoke very strongly and to the point on this very important matter, and a 
sub-committee was appointed to draw up a report. We have occupied much more space with 
this introduction than we had intended. We will now, while wishing the Graziers' Meat Export 
Company good-speed, conclude by stating that we entirely agree with the author of this 
pamphlet-notwithstanding all pessimistic croaking, that a great future lies before the Meat 
Export Trade of Australia, and that it is destined, under careful and wise direction, to 
accomplish for Australia quite as great a work as it has done for New Zealand.  
 
TWOPENY, PEARSE & CO.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

THE DISPOSAL OF THE MEAT. 
 

In the early part of 1893 a series of interesting articles on the "Dead Meat Trade of 
New Zealand" were published in the Sydney Daily Telegraph and the Melbourne 
Argus. These articles, from the pen of a well-known Queensland journalist, attracted 
much attention, and formed, without doubt, a valuable addition to the history of that 
great industry which has raised New Zealand from the lowest depths of depression, 
and which we are confident is destined to play a prominent part in restoring prosperity 
to Australia. 
  

The writer of those articles is a shrewd observer, and was well accredited, full and 
complete information was afforded him in New Zealand by the best informed experts 
in the business, and the results of his investigations are important and valuable.  
 

All through these articles there were more than hints as to the unsatisfactory nature of 
the system under which frozen meat is disposed of at "the other end." There were also 
many allusions to the possibility and indeed probability, of a "combination" being 
established, which would eventually "corner" the whole business, to the ultimate 
disadvantage of the producer then in New Zealand "living in a fool's paradise," while 
poor Australia, whose merino mutton was certainly not fetching its real value, would 
suffer more severely when "the iron law of supply and demand came to be tempered 
by a powerful meat trust." Referring to mysteries of the Home market, he says :- "The 
abuses of the trade are many and various, and, it goes without saying, the producer 
pays the piper. Do we not remember the evils of the wool trade down to the battle of 
the sweepings. As with the wool, so must it be with the meat-double commission, 
manifold brokerage, fraudulent rebate, time-dishonored customs of the trade, have all 
yet to be successfully assailed and vanquished; and there be some pessimists who say 
that if the sheep raiser fights clear of the middle man, it will be but to find himself in 
the firm embrace of a monopoly that may be benevolent in its methods, if it fears 
competition, but will be ruthless in its exactions if it secures absolute control. Up to the 
present, and for some time past, the New Zealand sheep grower has been "on velvet," 
dealers, factories and speculators, and even shipping companies have been competing 
for his sheep, and there are far more factories than the supply warrants or that can be 
kept employed. Would it were so in Australia. The result has been most satisfactory to 
growers. Buyers come right to his door and give him a cash price for sheep "on the 
hoof" that he cannot possibly realise were he to freeze and ship on his own account. 
Two pence farthing a lb. has been freely given for sheep at the factory, skin and fat 
also going to the owner. Until this year the consolidated rate in New Zealand has been 
2d per lb. How speculators could pay 2td. for mutton with the through rate at 2d., and 
meat selling at 4d. to 4td. per lb. in London is rather a mystery, and shows that either 
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the charges are too high, or that large speculators can get better prices than market-
quoted rates, and probably make better terms for freight than those quoted to the 
public.  
 

This year (1893), with an all-the-year-round freight charge of 1d. per lb., the 
consolidated rate in New Zealand has been reduced to lid. per lb., but unfortunately the 
home price has receded from id. to !d. per lb. The result of all this competition and 
consequent high prices to the grower has been that several of the factories have made a 
heavy loss. and it is apparent that unless by combination among "holders of meat" at 
home, values can be steadied and raised, or unless freight and London charges can be 
reduced, the grower will have to submit to lower prices in future.  
The prices ruling in New Zealand for sheep on the hoof have ranged from 12s. 6d. off 
shears to 15s. with average fleece, and up to 18s. and even 22s. for prime freezers in 
full fleece. Fourteen and six was to our own knowledge paid in 1893 for a moderate lot 
of 601b. wethers with but three months' wool on, and lIs. 3d. for an indifferent lot of 
401b. store wethers of tussock country, with five months' fleece on.  
 

These prices make the mouths of Australian pastoralists water. We saw 721b. prime 
crossbred wethers sold at Homebush for 7s.9d. with six weeks' wool on, netting about 
6s. to the owner, and similar sheep in New Zealand would net the owner 15s.; they 
were good freezers, not too fat.  
 

It is thought that values in New Zealand must come down to about 12s. 6d. to 13s. 6d. 
for 601b. freezers, with six months' wool on-a price that should pay growers very well. 
However, if charges could be reduced, present values might almost be retained. (A 
large sale of store sheep has been made in March, 1894, in Canterbury at 10s.)  
 

As the subject of charges has been much discussed lately, we will go into the matter 
very fully. The charges on frozen meat in Australia, with the exception of those of the 
Aberdeen Company, are excessive, ranging from 25d. per lb. to 77d.  per lb. higher 
than in New Zealand, presuming the freight to be 1d. in either case, and until lately the 
freight was lower in New South Wales, and is now lower in Queensland. The charges 
of the Aberdeen Company are fairly moderate, especially when we take into 
consideration that the sheep operated on are chiefly merinos-for the perquisites from a 
merino, which become the property of the freezing factory, are of less value by 3d. a 
sheep, or O6 d per lb., than those from a crossbred. It will be asked why so little 
mutton is frozen at Aberdeen on owners' account and shipped by them. The reason is 
obvious. The meat as now at Newport (Vic.), and as at Lake's Creek (Q.), must be 
consigned to a firm which happens to be the largest holder and seller of frozen meat in 
England on its own account. Growers, it is needless to point out, do not think it good 
enough to ship on their own account under these circumstances.  
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The supposition has been very pertinently put. With a sharp advance in values, whose 
meat is most likely to go on the market, a constituent's or that of the firm and vice 
versa, in a depressed market, whose meat will be put forward. 
  

The matter is on a par with the position of a man having shares to sell, he hesitates 
(however high may be the character of a broker) to place his shares into the hands of a 
broker who is a large holder of the same stock, or indeed who traffics in shares at all. 
We ourselves sell to the Aberdeen Company, and have invariably been treated 
liberally, and we wish the Company success They and Messrs. Pitt, Son and BtLdgery 
(Mr. Robert Pitt is a director of the Aberdeen Company) have done well for the frozen 
meat trade of New South Wales The Company deserves much credit for risking their 
capital in costly works without any guarantee from growers, but as their business is to 
buy as cheaply as possible so as to return dividends to their shareholders, we cannot 
expect much advance in values from their operations. We give a schedule of charges at 
Australian and New Zealand factories.  
 

The consolidated rate all over New Zealand is now lid. per lb. In New South Wales, at 
Aberdeen, it is 2d., including railage for 86 miles. The freight in New Zealand at 
present is ld. per lb. all the year round. With a full and continuous supply there is no 
doubt freight can be got for Australian mutton at id. per lb. Now, as New Zealand 
factories, with their freight at ld., can put meat through at a consolidated rate of 1ld. 
per lb., there is no reason why Australian factories (when they can guarantee supplies) 
should not put their meat through at lid. if they can get freight done at 1d. per lb.  
 

We give here a table showing the rates charged by the various factories in New 
Zealand, Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland.  
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CONSOLIDATED CHARGES ON FROZEN MEAT 
 

Schedule  A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The New Zealand factories have from eight to twelve miles railage for the most part, 
which is included in their consolidated charges.  
 

The Aberdeen Company has 86 miles railage, '10 not included in the rate of 201, The 
Aberdeen actual rate is1'S6. including railage, the factory retaining the fat, which is 
worth at least 12d. or '25 in a 48lb, sheep, This, added to 1'86, comes to 2'11d, which 
less '10 for the 86 miles railage leaves 2'01 for the consolidated rate as from port.  
 

The Pastoral Finance Company chill at Narrandera, 350 miles inland, and charge 9d. 
for killing and chilling- 19d, per lb. The consolidated charge from port to London is 
1,87; this makes the through rate 2'06 without railage The railage for the 350 miles is 
12~d, per sheep-'26d, per lb" and brings the through rate with railage to 2'33,  
 

The Queensland Meat Export Company at Brisbane have no railage but a little 
lightelage, while the same company at Townsville pay '06 for lighterage,  
 

The Central Queensland Company have 40 miles lighterage, which costs '06 per lb" 
bringing their rate to 2'49, very nearly 21d,  
 

The Newport consolidated rate is 2'15, There is some railage, but not as much as have 
most of the New Zealand companies; '02 per lb, ought quite to cover it, There is no 
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railage included in the charges in schedule A, except the short J railage at New 
Zealand factories,  
The factory charges include killing, freezing, etc,  
SCHEDULE B, 
 

It is estimated that the sheep in all cases come 350 miles to port, whether driven, 
railed, dead, or trucked alive, as the case may be,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It will be seen from this that we may reasonably expect at even an early date to put our 
meat on the London market (after railing it 350 miles) at a little over lid. per Ib" 
instead of as now at 2 5-16d, per lb" a reduction of over !d, per lb" equal to 2s, per 
head, This on an output (2,000,000 sheep) amounts to £200,000, , We must work for a 
reduction in charges and the only way to accomplish that IS co-operation amongst 
growers and their immediate supporters and a full and continuous supply of "dead 
meat','  
 

Fat is usually taken by the factory at an agreed on price per lb, The skin is either dried 
or sold on owner's account or fell mongered and pelts taken by the factory at a 
valuation, and the fell mongered wool sold on owner's account by his own agent,  
 

Aberdeen charge!! l'86d. consolidated rate from Aberdeen, including railage (which is 
equal to "lOd. from Aberdeen to Newcastle, 86 miles), the factory retaining fat. The fat 
at Is. per sheep equals '25d", , so the consolidated rate is actually 2'11d., including train 
age. Deducting trainage at '10d., it leaves 2.01 from port of shipment to London, 
including all charges,' and this is '16 over the rates of Burnside and Wellington works 
in New Zealand, and '26 more than Belfast and some other works in that colony. As 
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the factory charges on merino sheep may reasonably be put at 3d a head (equal to '06d. 
per lb. more than on crossbred), the Aberdeen charges-while ld. continues to be the 
ruling rate for freight-are reasonable; '5ld. for factory charges on merino sheep would 
be equal to "45d. in New Zealand on crossbreds.  
 

The Fresh Food and Ice Company do not freeze for the public, but only for a syndicate, 
which includes Messrs. Richards, Nelson Brothers, and others, the latter presumably 
one of the large shipping companies, so that the charges through this company are not 
published. The freezing is, however, done at the low rate of '25, less a discount of 15 
per cent., and this is below any Australian charge, or on a par with the lowest New 
Zealand charges for freezing.  
 

The Newport charge of 2.15 seems to us to be excessive, while the highest factory 
charges in New Zealand are '37, and those at Aberdeen .46, the Newport charges are !, 
or '62. The difference of '16 comes to about 8d. in a 481b. sheep, and would amount to 
over £8,000 on the work of a factory putting through 250,000 sheep per annum.  
 

In New Zealand a good profit is made while charging '37 per lb. if the works can be 
kept going, and the Canterbury Freezing Meat Company at Belfast, which freezes only 
for owners, and works at the low rate of '32, less a discount, shows most satisfactory 
results.  
 

At the annual meeting of that company in 1893 the chairman stated that " Since the 
starting of the factory in the year 1884 no less than 76 percent of the shareholders 
money has been returned, and, £25,631 written down for depreciation. "He also stated 
that they" hoped to be able to do the freezing for even less cost, and by employing an 
ammonia machine (the Company has lately adopted a ("Hall" machine), the cost of 
fuel can be materially reduced. We have not got the balance-sheet by us, but the 
dividend paid discloses a very satisfactory rate of interest-somewhere about 8 per cent.  
 

It goes without saying that unless a freezing factory receives support enough from 
growers to keep the works going for at least nine months in the year, it cannot do the 
work at reasonable rates. With regard, therefore, to the very high rate charged at 
Newport the manager may put the blame on the growers, who do not send in their 
stock. The growers, on the other hand, may be shrewd enough to see that if freezing at 
the seaboard by a speculative company, whose business is to make a profit for 
shareholders, cannot pay them. It is very certain that with mutton at 2d. to 3d. in the 
Home market, say an average of 2’7/8s, It cannot pay to ship Home with the 
consolidated rate of 2'15, added to '32 for rail and droving expenses, or in all 2'67 to 
come off 0:" 2'88, leaving the grower only '21, or less than a farthing per lb. for his 
meat.  
 

Although by proper combination among the holders of meat in London it may be quite 
possible not only to steady the Home market, but to actually raise the price of meat, yet 
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with the large increase which we may expect in the supply we must also expect some 
fall in values. It follows that to secure the grower a better return we must mainly direct 
our attention to the reduction of charges. We cannot expect to reduce factory charges 
below '35, but we can and must get the freight reduced, as also the London charges. A 
full and continuous supply of frozen meat will without doubt enable the shipping 
companies to reduce freight to !d. per lb. from Australia. and the London charges 
ought to be done at '20. As Dr. Newman, director of the Gear Meat Company in New 
Zealand, very well put it, If shipping companies can buzz about from port to port in 
New Zealand picking up carcasses and taking them 2,000 miles, and pay heavy port 
dues, and build costly steamers, and take Home a carcass for 5s., then from Is. 6d. to 
2s. is a monstrous charge for the trivial work done in London. When the trade, which 
formerly was in many hands, and has gradually thinned out the small brokers, falls (as 
Dr. Newman says five-sixths of it has) into the hands of two great firms, these charges 
ought to come down to 25 or less, and the grower profit thereby.  
 

In Australia the poor grower comes in last of all. Every man's hand is against him. 
High Government rent, high labor, high factory charges, high freight, high London 
charges, shortage in weight, manipulation of the meat market, and British prejudice, all 
combine to leave the unfortunate producer only a very infinitesimal portion of that 
which, properly managed. should not only lift the pastoralist out of the "slough of 
despond" into which he has sunk, but should lift the whole colony out of its present 
depressed condition, and enable it not only easily to pay the interest on its public and 
private debt, but enable it to secure a fair portion of profit to its own producers.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 

NELSON BROTHERS 
THE GEAR COMPANY 

THE TOOMONA WORKS 
THE PASTORAL FINANCE ASSOCIATION 

WEDDKLL & COMPANY 
A SMITHFIELD SALESMAN'S OPINION. 

 

The enterprising firm of Messrs. Nelson Brothers, Limited, of London and New 
Zealand, is, without doubt, the largest speculative firm in frozen meat in New Zealand. 
This firm is quite distinct from that of Nelson and Co, of Liverpool, which has almost 
a monopoly of the River Plate meat, though Eastman and Co. are also a large house in 
the latter trade.  
 

Nelson Brothers not only buy very largely, having contracted to take the whole output of four 
factories in New Zealand in addition to large five-year contracts made with growers in the 
North Island some three years ago, but they have no less than five factories of their own in the 
North Island, with freezing capacity for 1,000,000 sheep a year, including the extensive, costly 
and valuable works at Toomona, near Hawkes Bay. They are reputed to have recently acquired 
the new and extensive works erected by the Hon. J. G. Ward at the Bluff, Southland, of which 
they had already secured the output, and also the whole output of the Gear Company, 
Wellington, the most prosperous freezing company in the island. 
  

The Gear Company is reported to have paid back its shareholders the whole of its large capital 
in 10 years, and to have in addition paid them a dividend. The prices paid to Messrs. Nelson 
Brothers in the contract made some three years ago is 2!d. per lb. for first grade cross-bred 
mutton, and 2d. for second, the Company retaining fat, pelt, tongue, offal, &c., but returning 
the wool to the grower fellmongered, charging lid. per lb. for the fell mongering. The prices 
paid by the Nelsons for prime crossbred frozen mutton, f.o.b., is 2id. per lb. As the factory 
charges come to id. per lb., this leaves the grower 2id. per lb., together with fat and skin. This 
means nearly 15s. for a 601b. ',.ether with six months' wool on, and the meat will have to 
realise 4td. in London to give the grower a similar return were he to freeze and ship on his own 
account. For merino mutton 1 13-16d. is paid at the factory to the grower, but very little 
merino is operated on. The Nelsons have expended large sums of money in New Zealand, and 
are working with a capital of over three-quarters of a million sterling.  
 

The Toomona Works alone must have cost a little fortune, as the 700 acres of land to which 
they are attached cost some £35,000. In London, in addition to their cold stores, Cannon Street 
and at Plymouth, they have lately erected immense new stores at Lambeth, fitted with a large 
Haslam and also a de la Vergne machine at a cost of some £120,000, capable of storing 
250,000 carcasses. There are no less than ten miles of pipes in the building in connection with 
the de la Vergne machine. They have branches at Birmingham, Cardiff, Leeds, Liverpool, 
Manchester, and Newcastle-on-Tyne, and there is a large country trade in England which is 
worked by travellers and agents.  
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The organisation is very complete. Each agent has his district, throughout which the travellers 
call upon all intending buyers Agents communicate with the head office, from which prices 
current are issued weekly in a very complete form. Immense numbers of circulars are sent out, 
and special inducements are offered to grocers to take up the frozen meat business. Handsome 
show-cards are issued, and illustrated directions as to the thawing, cutting up and cooking of 
meat, are distributed. A special feature is made of supplying gaols and hospitals, schools, and 
large institutions outside the metropolis. In 1887 their London charges, including storage, was 
'50d., now it is down to about 28d. They transact quite a third of the great frozen meat trade, 
and without doubt to their energy, enterprise and spirit is due, in a great measure, the advance 
in the New Zealand Dead Meat Trade, and the grand prices which the New Zealand growers 
have been getting for their sheep.  
 

They are not afraid to spend money freely in accomplishing their objects, one of which it is 
freely stated in New Zealand, is the obtaining of a monopoly of the frozen meat trade of New 
Zealand and Australia.  
Although. as stated, to the Nelsons in a great measure is due the high prices obtained by 
growers in New Zealand locally for the sheep. yet they are too good men of business to have 
raised the prices on themselves. There has been keen competition, and whenever a competitor 
has given a high price for sheep they have gone one higher until they have secured the greater 
portion of the output in New Zealand. The result of all this is that with the exception of one 
company, that at Belfast, all the factories now buy outright from the growers, and the frozen 
mutton is shipped on growers' account. That the Messrs. Nelson are fully alive to the 
advantages that would accrue to such a firm as theirs were a monopoly of the meat trade of 
New Zealand and Australia concentrated in their hands is manifest from Mr. W. Nelson's 
statement to an interviewer in London lately. - " If," said he, "New Zealand consignors would 
only agree not to force the meat on an unfavorable market mutton would be fully 1d. per lb. 
higher. That is how we can better prices. We are prepared to hold on, if necessary, and have 
had as many as 350,000 carcasses on hand at one time, but storage at the docks is expensive. 
and so the mutton is pushed into the market by those who use the docks to save these expenses. 
But had it been in our hands we should have more than covered the cost of storage by the 
improvement in price. But, of course, "continued Mr. Nelson. this sounds as if we wanted a 
monopoly. Well, perhaps we should not object. but what I say is a fact.. The frozen meat trade 
is a very difficult one to conduct, owing to its being so intermittent. Hence ships cannot carry 
meat at the lowest rate. Part of the time there is no cargo, or next to none, at other times they 
are hard pushed to find room for all that is offered. Now if the shipments could be more 
"equalised by mutual arrangement, 15 ships would do all the year round what 20 do now, and 
relieve the others. Freights would be lowered as a tendency to better prices realised."  
 

With the exception of the work done by the Pastoral Finance of Sydney (a co-operation of 
pastoralists), the whole of the frozen meat trade of New South Wales is under the control of 
the Messrs. Nelson, and they have, as we have seen lately, also secured the control of the meat 
frozen and exported by the Newport Company. The advantage to the company holding a 
monopoly of the meat would be enormous, and without doubt such a company would at once 
raise the price of meat. But what about the grower. 
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Were the grower to allow their factories or the output of their factories to fall into the hands of 
one firm having  a monopoly of the trade, is it not expecting too much of human nature not to 
mention human nature all exhibited in the form of keen, shrewd businessmen to believe that 
the grower would reap a fair share of the margin were he to allow the control of the trade to 
pass entirely out of his hands into those of a speculative monopolist company. Could the trade 
be concentrated into the hands of a co- operative company of graziers and their supporters, it 
would be another matter altogether Any advance in price would then be gained by the grower, 
and all profits made at the factory in turning out the article would also come into the growers' 
pockets.  
 

Messrs. Weddell and Company come in second to Messrs. Nelson in the magnitude of the 
meat business they transact. It is, no doubt, to these two firms that Dr. Newman (director of 
Gear Freezing Company) alluded to when in a letter to the Otago Times, he states that 5-6ths 
of the New Zealand meat was handled and sold by two firms. Messrs. Weddell and Co. also 
act as local agents for the Queensland Meat Exporting and Agency Company, Limited, who 
have works at Townsville and Brisbane and who have a contract with Messrs. Houlder 
Brothers to ship 1,200 tons of meat monthly. Weddell and Co. are a firm in high repute in New 
Zealand and Queensland.  
 

Some of the shipping companies a real so interested in the purchase  of New Zealand meat, 
and, it is currently reported, in the purchase of New South Wales meat also. All of the New 
Zea1and factories, except that of  Belfast, buy sheep on their own account, freeze it and ship it 
Home. Several of the South Land Company for one) have contracts with Messrs. Nelson 
Brothers to put best crossbred mutton f.o.b. at 2~d.per lb, and 2d. for merino. 
  

Very little merino is ever shipped. We understand that frozen mutton can be put free on board 
in Sydney at lid. Per lb. with profit to the contractors. Most of the New Zealand meat outside 
that handled by Messrs. Nelson Bros. passes through the hands of Messrs W. Weddell and Co., 
and H.S. Fitter and Sons, but other agents are also employed. A considerable  amount is also 
consigned to the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Company, Limited, a firm that 
has taken a leading part in the trade from its inception.  
 

Experienced consignors of frozen meat do not consider it advisable to consign meat direct to 
salesmen in London. It is thought that any extra expense incurred is well expended if the agent 
be an expert.  Mr. Pursey, formerly meat salesman at Smithfield, writing to The Daily 
Telegraph on this subject, says;-  
“Each of the American chilled meat companies has an agent who thoroughly understands the 
London wholesale trade, and whose duty it is to be always about the market watching the 
different sa1esmen who have consignments from him, and, being on the spot  can regulate the 
amount each man has to sel1 by his ability to sel1 it, and can thus prevent anyone man having 
a g1ut of meat, or sacrificing his consignments needlessly. When he sees a demand for more 
meat he immediate1y sends in a fresh supp1y, if available, to those who can make the best 
price. I would advise this being done by the Australian exporters, as they would find  the game 
would soon pay for the extra expense. In conclusion, I wish to remark that the exporting 
companies cannot be too careful in checking or, rather, watching the weighing in of all sheep 
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as soon as sent to the carcass salesmen." Mr. F. Penny, who knows every turn of the Home 
market, thoroughly corroborates this. 
  

While on the subject of weighing, we wou1d here draw attention to the fact that the consignor 
is also "got at" in this direction. A 11 odd ounces are allowed to the buyer, as wel1 as lIb. in 
each carcass on an average of SIb. for every five sheep. Thus, a sheep weighing 6llb., 130z, is 
returned to the consignor as only 60Ib,; on the l1b. l30z. the consignor has to pay factory 
charges, freight and insurance. This al1owance on the output of a large factory amounts to a 
large sum of money on 300,000 601b. sheep; an al1owance of SIb, on five sheep at 4d. a lb. 
tots up £8,000 I This would return a dividend of 16 per cent. on a capital of £50,000.  
 

Mr. W. Nelson (and no better authority can be quoted) has stated his opinion that with proper 
combination among holders the price of mutton cou1d be advanced by ld. per lb What is 
wanted is what was proposed by New Zealand consignors some years ago, a council of 
agencies of consignors in London to regulate the quantity of frozen meat to be put on the 
market, and the price to be asked and accepted. Such a council would be wel1 posted not only 
as to expected arrivals of meat, but as to the actual and probable output from all sources. The 
proposal fell through because the largest consignees in the trade declined to join in. Late1y the 
project has been again brought forward, this time by the Messrs. Nelson, and it is believed that 
a council of agents wil1 now be formed, and that a marked improvement may be expected.  
 

It may be found difficult to regulate the price, but stil1 as the supplies may be held so as not to 
assume unreasonable quotations at unreasonable times, this should steady the price and prevent 
them hl1ing to such low rates as occasional1y obtain.  
 

There can be no doubt whatever it should be the object of consignors to concentrate the 
business into the hands of as few consignees as possible. This, says a shrewd observer, "cannot 
be accomplished while casua1 shipments continue, and when at any time they happen to meet 
a favorab1e market the resu1t is widely disseminated in the colonial press, leading to the 
be1ief that shipments to outside consignees may meet a better market than when made to those 
who have large control of the trade.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

NEW ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIAN PRICES 
THE DIFFERENCE IN VALUE NEW ZEALAND 

AND AUSTRALIAN MUTTON 
FORWARD  BUSINESS 

THE GREAT SMITHFIELD MARKET 
HOW THE CONSIGNOR IS ROBBED. 

 

 
 
Now, while the New Zealand sheep-farmer has been having such a very rosy time of it as 
regards the price of his surplus stock, the Australian grazier has had, and is having, exactly the 
reverse. This is doubtless to some extent his own fault, for having overstocked the whole 
colony and put 62 million sheep on an area of country scarcely fitted to carry 56 million and 
fatten the normal surplus from that number. But even for the sheep he has fattened and frozen 
and exported, he has not received anything like a value proportionate to that received by New 
Zealand growers. Again, it may be said that is because merino mutton is not in favor at the 
other end. Granted. But how is it that 13-16d. can be given for merino mutton at New Zealand 
factories, with fat and skin to owner, while here the highest price obtainable at the freezing 
factory is equal to from id. to Id. per lb., or about Id. below New Zealand. Crossbred mutton is 
worth in New Zealand 2!d. per lb at the factory, skin and fat to the owner also. The best price 
obtainable for crossbred mutton at the factory is equal to about Id. to ltd. per lb., with skin and 
fat to the owner, or again Id. below New Zealand. At Homebush in December, 1893, we saw 
721b. prime crossbreds, not too fat, 24 months old, with six weeks' wool on, sold for 7s. 9d. 
These sheep would have been worth quite 15s. in New Zealand.  
 

What causes this enormous difference in values. We are prepared to admit that it can't be 
expected, in the case of the dainty and fretful merino, that mutton frozen in Australia at the 
seaboard, after being travelled and trucked long distances, will give as good results in the 
Home market as merino mutton frozen in New Zealand, close to its own pastures-and we are 
willing to allow a depreciation of td. per lb. for this - but plenty of sheep are delivered at 
Aberdeen without having been knocked about, and this does not apply to them. Again, the 
crossbred mutton suffers much less than that from the merino from the effects of travelling, yet 
Australian breeders of crossbreds have to submit to over ld reduction for their mutton as 
compared with New Zealand. 
 

We are again prepared to admit that the Australian crossbred is for the most part not so 
carefully bred with regard to freezing purposes as are the best New Zealand sheep, but here 
again !d. per lb. would amply cover all deficiencies. Is it that we have not enough freezing 
power As a matter of fact we have more freezing power than we can keep going. How, then, 
are we to account for this id. per lb. over and above the !d. we are prepared to concede for 
difference in quality? One reason is that the charges for the most part are too high This, in 
Melbourne, will account fort(i. a lb., and at Lakes Creek for !d. Another reason is that while 
there is existing freezing power enough, it is not for the most part situated in the right: 
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positions, that is, inland and close to the sheep's pastures. Even Aberdeen is not far enough 
inland.  
 

Further, the existing factories, with one exception, are run by speculative companies, and what 
the grower should get goes in dividends to shareholders. Finally, to crown the discomfiture of 
the Australian grower, it is currently and confidently relieved that, as will be presently shown, 
he does not even receive the full value of his meat at the other end, and that what with 
middlemen, combinations, rings, and "tricks of the trade," there. is little left the Australian 
grower, if he freezes and ships his own meat, but the "husk” in the shape of the pelt, the wool 
and the fat.  
 

Truly, your correspondent did not write without reason when he stated, “How to break down 
the imposition and fraud that seems so  inextricably associated with the sale of frozen meat in 
Great Britain is the crux of the question at the present time, and certain it is that nothing less 
than a great co-operative effort on the part of producers to secure due protection of their 
interests in the Home market can possibly grapple with the evil."  
 

Full values are secured to the New Zealand grower through his having been wise enough at the 
outset to establish his own factories. This has acted as a check on the speculative companies, 
and has not on1y kept up prices, but has had the effect of keeping down charges.  
 

Such charges as are imposed by some of our Australian freezing companies dare not be put on 
in New Zealand, because the graziers can always fall back on their own factories in that 
colony.  
 

It is rather remarkable that while New Zealand mutton has only fallen 1.6th of a Id. in 1892 
below the average of seven years, Australian mutton has fallen 4-6ths of a Id. in the same time. 
The average price of New Zealand mutton in 1892 was 4kd" and of Australian 3!d. In 1893 
both were somewhat below the average. It is satisfactory to note- that during the late heavy 
glut in England of inferior home-grown mutton, Australian mutton did not suffer quite as much 
in va1ue as did New Zealand. We believe this is because there is too much "big" mutton going 
home from New Zealand, and the Home consumer has had his taste educated. He can now 
distinguish between a haunch of well-flavored, succulent, half-bred mutton, and a coarse, 
tasteless, and flabby joint from a three quarter or seven-eighths bred long wool.  
 

The Home buyer has pronounced most decidedly in favor of the half-bred sheep, weighing 
from 551b. to 651b., or in favor of sheep with Downs blood of similar weights, and this 
improved taste will tend to bring him nearer to the merino, always supposing that the merino is 
placed on the market with the bloom on him, and not dried up by long journeys in trucks and 
knocking about.   
 

Mr. H. Overton, a first-class authority and successful breeder of sheep and ewes in 
Canterbury, New Zealand, tells us that there is no sheep like the half-breed, and that the 
merino ewe is the foundation of all good freezers. He thoroughly believes in the pure merino 
ewe.  
 

We think there is much misconception as to what is called cross-bred mutton, We Australians 
turn up our noses at it, and if our butchers send us coarse tallowy mutton we cry, "Away with 
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it, we cannot eat it." In our travels through New Zealand in the early part of this year, we 
attempted loyally to eat mutton on all occasions, but the mutton in the North Island "put us 
through." We could not stomach it," For the most part it was coarse and tasteless, and not over 
tender. We wondered at the taste of the British consumers who preferred such stuff to the 
Australian merino, But "hoolie, hoolie, nae so fast."  
 

On arrival at Christchurch we made another start, having been told we should find a material 
difference. We never tasted nicer meat than was put before us in Christchurch in the shape of 
chops from a half-bred sheep. Tender and succulent, with a good flavor, we never got such a 
chop in any Australian metropolis, though we may have eaten quite as good in the bush. We at 
once exonerated the British consumer.  
 

In M. Weddel and Co's circular of July 7 they remark: "The great bulk of the New Zealand 
mutton now being marketed consists of big carcasses, full of fat and short of lean, quite 
unsuited to the requirements of the Home market, and just now unusually difficult of sale."  
 

An English butcher writes: "It would pay New Zealanders to be satisfied with less wool, and 
try to get better mutton."[Just note, we Australians can combine both, having the "foundation," 
the pure merino ewe]. Its greatest fault is that it is too fat. He says there is too much of the 
Lincoln, Romney, and Leicester, and it appears as if the Downs breeds ought to be more used. 
With plenty of good big merino ewes we should not need to fall back on the Downs sheep, He 
is guided by the taste of his customers, and they do not like fat. He acknowledges that plenty 
of sheep from Australia are cut up and passed off as Canterbury mutton.  
 

Although New Zealand growers receive, as we have seen, very full value for their sheep, it was 
not always so, and at the inception of the trade, while large quantities of meat were frozen and 
shipped by growers on their own account, great dissatisfaction was freely expressed by 
growers, and a considerable number of abuses were complained about and discussed. Similar 
dissatisfaction is felt by consignors of Australian meat, and the opinion is very freely 
expressed that the consignor, does not receive full value for his meat at the other end. 
  

Meantime it is a matter of congratulation that an increasing forward business is being done in 
New Zealand on the c.i.f. basis (cost, insurance and freight), under which the consignor 
delivers f.o.b., paying, in addition, freight and insurance. The buyer, however, takes all risk, 
and the consignor is saved the London charges, which amount, at the lowest, to over id. per lb., 
or Is. 6d. on a 601b. wether; and this is the lowest reduced rate; until lately it was much more.  
 

Under another system buyers pay a certain price for meat of specified grades, delivered f.o.b. 
frozen, the buyer paying freight and insurance- about 2½d. per lb. is the price under this 
system for crossbred sheep.  
Merinos, if taken at all, would be ?d. per lb. lower. Yet another mode of rate is occasionally 
arranged in New Zealand, whereby the factory, the shipping owner, and the salesmen each 
drop a percentage of their several charges, and the syndicate share the profit or losses, as the 
case may be.  
 

A large and increasing business is being done under these three systems of sale, and, as the 
London charges may either be dispensed with or cut down, it is to be hoped that the sale of 
meat under these systems will be pushed and increased to a large extent, for the system of sale 
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at Smithfield, as we have seen, cannot be too strongly condemned. In the annual review of the 
meat trade for 1892, Messrs. Weddell and Co. state, with regard to this "forward" business, this 
has again shown a fair amount of vigor; a steady trade in small lines has been done throughout 
the year. Apart from the steadying influences of this business upon London values, farmers in 
New Zealand have found it most useful in providing them with a market on the spot for their 
meat, .and by which means they transfer to other shoulders the risk and delay attendant upon 
carrying to a distant market. "On the other hand, retailers have consolidated their trade by 
being enabled to rely on suitable shipments, instead of leaving it to chance to buy in Smithfield 
markets. It would seem that two-thirds of the frozen meat sold in England does not pass 
through Smithfield, but we cannot be sure whether it is sold altogether outside Smithfield or 
not, and in any case Smithfield appears to regulate the prices.  
 

Smithfield, it is needless to say, is the meat market of London. It is said that 5,000 tons of meat 
are sold there daily. If so, that is equal to 70,000,000 50lb. sheep if the whole were in mutton. 
The sales commence at 3 a.m., and there are over 100 salesmen who sell frozen mutton.  
 

No meat is sold by auction at Smithfield. All is disposed of by private contract. It seems a price 
for the day is fixed each day. The price is quite arbitrary, and is fixed by certain of the large 
holders. There seems to be no check on the price fixed. At the same time there seems to be 
wonderful unanimity among the hundred or so salesmen who sell frozen meat, for if you go to 
Smithfield to-day and ask the price of frozen meat, one and all will tell you, say, 4td. for best 
Canterbury, Sid. for best Sydney, while perhaps the very next day they will all quote the prices 
td. lower or higher, as the case may be. Now, who told each salesman the price? Without 
doubt, these holders who were in a position to fix the price for the day. But why 3d. this 
morning and Sid the day before. The butchers have nothing to do with fixing the price. They 
are as well prepared to pay 3!d. this morning as they were yesterday.  
 

The whole system of sale appears, to be one which leaves a wide opening to men with elastic 
consciences, and we all know how easily "poor conscience " adapts itself to trade customs that 
help to swell commissions. Now there are certain rules and regulations in force at Smithfield 
under which consignees need not, and are not, paid the full amount realised by their meat until 
quite lately, and possibly even at present, there has been a certain "metropolitan rule" in force, 
under the incidence of which consignees could be and were defrauded, as was so very clearly 
demonstrated in the Henessy v. Hicks case. 
  

In the Lord Mayor's Court, London, in July, 1892, one John Henessy, clerk, brought an action 
against one Henry Hicks, a salesman and common councilor, to recover £100 for wrongful 
dismissal, and gained a verdict for the whole amount. The plaintiff stated that he believed "he 
was dismissed to prevent him disclosing that defendant did not pay to consignors the whole of 
the money received for their meat," the defendant admitted "that some of the money realised 
for the meat was not carried to consignors' account. He had no idea if as much as 35 per cent. 
on gross takings was kept back. "By this common councilman's own books, it was shown that 
he had kept back in 1891 some £1,380, and paid it to No.1 account. Under severe cross-
examination, Mr. Paine, defendant's clerk, had to admit that on one consignment he had 
charged £189 commission, while the consignor only "received £121. The only defence seems 
to have been that "it was in the rules and regulations, that if a salesman had to cut up meat to 
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suit small customers, any profit over market price for the day went to the salesman and not to 
the consignor."  
 

A witness of the defendant salesman admitted that he kept two accounts, a No 1 account  for 
the meat for which he did not account to his consignees, and which of course the consignee 
never saw, and one, for the meat for which he accounted, and which latter was the account 
rendered to the confiding consignee. As bearing out this, Mr. John Douglas, of Waihora, 
(N.Z,), stated lately in a letter to the press, when referring to this very Hicks case:- "I have 
myself seen, in fact have in my possession, two sets of account sales for the same lot of sheep, 
the first set rendered and paid for to the owner's brother in London, the second set being in 
course of business subsequently rendered to the consignor. These two sets of account sales, 
although for the same lot; of sheep, do not tell the same tale. The difference in net results of 
the second set is actually a third less than those in the first set of account "sales"  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

MISREPRESENTATION OR SHORTAGE 
TRICKS OF THE MARKET 

CORRUPT SYSTEM OF SALE 
NEED FOR REFORM IN THE METHOD OF SALE 

 

In March last a very strong leading article on the matter under notice, appeared in the Otago 
Daily Times, N.Z., attracting considerable  notice and calling out a considerable number of 
letters pro awl con. In that article it is stated that "there are those associated with the pastoral 
interest who believe that a grave wrong is done by those in high places in the business, and that 
the dishonest devices of the retail butcher do but complete a cycle of fraud that often begins at 
the ship's side and terminates at the London dinner table. It may easily be conceived that large 
holders of frozen meat may first influence the ruling rate on a given day and buy for a rising 
market absolutely without risk. If there be fraud or other causes to injuriously affect the price 
of meat, the loss must fail, no matter what may be the winding of the prices, upon the man who 
raises the sheep, whether the mutton is shipped on growers' account or bought on the hoof by a 
speculator."  
 

Mr. J. Douglas, of Waihora Downs (N.Z.), wrote on the publication of this article:- "There 
used to be a dreadful plunder in weights through fictitious misrepresentation of shortage in 
shipping invoice weights. This trick was, however, exposed and all but stamped out after 
Messrs, Weddell and Co came into the field. That fictitious prices have been returned has been 
publicly proclaimed in the Hicks case." He goes on to say, "What else can he expected where 
the commercial code allows consignees to appropriate to themselves mutton 'consigned to 
themselves in good faith for sale? But not only so, but the consignment is appropriated at the 
consignee's own price, besides over and above this charging consignor a commission for 
appropriating his consignment to themselves at their own price"  
 

Other letters followed the article. One signed " One Who Knows," to the Otago Daily Times, 
was to the following effect:- “Whatever may be contended by your correspondents, I maintain 
and know that great abuses exist, and that the matters touched on in your recent leader were 
not in the least overdrawn. New Zealand growers have not suffered, for the simple reason that 
shipping companies, freezing companies, and speculative companies are all competing for 
their sheep. But once allow a monopoly to be established, and they will suffer as do 
Queensland and New South Wales. Do the Queensland growers receive the value of their beef? 
I know not.  
 

The system of sale at Smithfield cannot be too strongly condemned. Under cover of, and 
protected by, certain rules. the consignor can be, and is in plain words, defrauded. 
Sheepowners in New South Wales will remember how, some years ago, under cover of certain 
departmental regulations, a number of firms practised a system of charges by which the 
Railway Department and wool growers suffered considerable loss. The matter was brought 
before the criminal courts, and the defence was “custom,” and certain regulations, &c. The 
prosecution fell through, but public opinion was very decided in the matter, and the abuses 
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were at once discontinued. The system of sale at Smithfield is a corrupt one, and reminds us 
very much of the system just quoted. 
  

Sanctioned by long custom and regulations made by salesmen in their own interests, abuses 
have grown to a shameful extent. A price for the day is fixed by certain of the large salesmen; 
then any meat sold that day ‘under metropolitan rule’ is, under that rule, only quoted to the 
consignor at 'the price for the day,' although it may be worth much more, and although it may 
be sold for more. It will at once be seen how easily consignors can be mulcted under such a 
system and rule as this. Should by any chance a consignor question the sale of his meat, he can 
always be referred to 'the price for the day, and be told that as he received that rate he had 
nothing to complain of. [this is plainly shown in the now well known case of Hennessy v. 
Hicks, already- quoted in the November number of The Pastoralists' Review” 
 

Now, my contention is that long custom has hardened the conscience of salesmen to a corrupt 
system. I contend that all salesmen who sell under metropolitan rule lend themselves to the 
corrupt system of sale, and take advantage of it, they run with the stream. I contend, further, 
that there must be many salesmen who would gladly assist to reform these abuses, and that the 
sooner this reform is initiated the better for growers. I further contend that there is a strong 
combination, or 'ring,' which manipulates the sale of meat to its own advantage, and to the loss 
of growers, and which presses to the very utmost all advantages to be gained by the corrupt 
system of sale at present in vogue. While the system of sale obtains under which a salesman 
can be both seller and buyer, under which salesmen themselves fix the price for the day, a 
system which offers a premium to deception, and where salesmen can, under long established 
custom and metropolitan rules. keep back, as was admitted in the Hicks case, £1,300 in one 
year, which should have gone to consignors, it cannot be possible to obtain full value for our 
frozen meat at the other end.  
 

This objectionable and, to the grazier, ruinous system can only be broken up by a strong 
company of graziers and their immediate supporters having the command of a large and 
continuous supply of meat, and strong enough to resist the combination which, without doubt, 
will oppose to the last all efforts made to reform the abuses at present in force. 
  

The writer has not the least doubt a to what he has here put forward, no matter what may be 
said by those who have themselves examined into the system of sale at Smithfield, and fail to 
detect the abuses herein described."  
 

It must not be thought for a moment that we are contending that the reprehensible practices 
quoted and referred to are confined to the disposal of frozen meat, we contend that the whole 
system needs reforming, and that many of the old rules and customs of Smithfield market need 
reforming out of existence altogether. As bearing on the matter, according to the Scottish 
Farmer, Australian and New Zealand consignors are not the only ones victimised by London 
rings and combinations. Even the astute North of England farmers have to submit to be fleeced 
by the ubiquitous middleman. Unless there is collusion, it would appear, however, it is the 
speculative slaughtermen, who buy and kill, who have reason to complain of the prices made 
by the agents of Farringdon Street. 
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These, it is confidently asserted, meet on the afternoon of each market day, and fix the price 
which is to be returned to their northern clients. This, it appears, is no unusual practice in all 
London produce markets, especially in Covent Garden. In no case can the reported prices be 
found to tally with those sent back to the unfortunate consignor, and there have been instances 
in which astute men have attended the sales themselves, and seen their meat sold for much 
higher prices than those afterwards rendered to them in the account sales, and restitution was 
demanded and obtained.  
 

Another English paper says:- "The London Meat Market is largely controlled by rings. These 
rings start agents in business who of course deal only with the ring. They occupy the same 
position to the meat market that dummy publicans do to the beer trade. The producer must 
suffer; he is more or less at the mercy of the ring. The bottom prices are always quoted in the 
returns to consignors, and these also are the prices given to the papers.  
 

HOW THE SALESMAN PROSPERS.   

The wholesale meat salesman has a West End establishment, drives four in hand, and often 
runs racehorses. The butcher no longer lives above his shop, but rents a villa, keeps up a good 
style, has a footman in livery, etc. The farmer might like to ask why he gets only 5d. for meat 
for which the consumer pays 10d. to 14d. One of the ring dummies starts a business for the 
ring, calls his house Aberdeen House, makes believe he is selling prime Scotch mutton, but for 
every pound of home-grown mutton, they sell 10 of New Zealand or Australian, not that the 
consumer suffers, for it is admitted by these men that much of the frozen mutton is in no way 
inferior to the home-grown.  
 

Under the heading of "Dear Meat and Gentleman Butchers, "the St. James Budget” gives some 
curious details as to the manipulation of the meat market by the London butchers.  
 

"Veritas," writing in the Otago Witness as to the position and influence of the "ubiquitous" 
middlemen with regard to reforms in the distribution of meat, says :- "What was the result 
when Mr. Tallerman opened up shops for the sale of American chilled beef ? He had to come 
back to the middleman, and now there is no such thing as American beef sold under that name, 
the best quality being all sold as prime English. Again, look at the philanthropic efforts of 
Baroness Burdett Coutts, who built the Columbia Fish Market, at a cost of over £100,000, and 
equipped a fleet of fishing vessels to supply the poorer. classes of London with cheap fish. The 
Billingsgate 'ring' soon brought this noble effort to an end by employing agents to buy up all 
the fish that came into the market, even if it was afterwards thrown away, or sent up to 
Billingsgate and sold at a higher rate. Something of the same tactics would be adopted by the 
Smithfield 'ring,' and they would get the retail butchers, who no doubt receive a little 
accommodation from them, to push River Plate or other meat to the detriment of " New 
Zealand." Mr. John Douglas, whom we have already quoted, has at all times taken a very 
strong view of the reprehensible manner in which the disposal of frozen meat is carried out at 
the other end. He has expressed himself very fearlessly and very explicitly. In 1888 he wrote, 
Consignors have to do with, and are mixed up with powerful combinations. These 
combinations can and do manipulate the meat market. The meat, even when there is a rise 
which they cannot control, is sold in such a way as to prevent any possibility of competition. 
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The inference is that the powerful combinations are working the market, and, as they sell 
merely to themselves, it is readily seen that nothing can be easier for them than to fix and rule 
the prices Some members of the combinations were men of immense influence, keeping large 
establishments, plenty of flunkeys, good horses, and their colonial visitors were entertained 
like princes until they were carried away.  
 

Several letters appeared, however, taking a different view of the matter. Mr. John Grigg, of 
Long Beach, owner of the best farm in the world, and Dr. Newman, director of the Gear Meat 
Company, Wellington, both gentlemen of high standing, denied that there was any 
reprehensible conduct "at the other end." .And later on Messrs. W. Weddell and Co. and 
Messrs. H. S. Fitter and Son, the well-known London agents, writing to the Otago Times, 
denied that commissioned salesmen take over or buy meat which is consigned to them, and 
state "that it is only in exceptional cases that dishonest practices are adopted, except in the 
retail trade."  
 

Mr. Cunningham Smith, of Dunedin, an admitted authority on all that concerns the frozen meat 
trade. in writing with reference to the leading article in question, said:- "He was perfectly 
satisfied that the agents of his company and many other salesmen conducted their business on 
straightforward and honorable lines; " was satisfied, "from what he had been told by gentlemen 
who had been at Home, and specially inquired into the conduct of the meat trade, that there are 
admittedly many reforms urgently required "He goes on to say:- "As a matter of fact, growers 
in this colony have almost entirely ceased to consign. to London on their own account, their 
experiences of short weight, high charges, and low prices having utterly disheartened them. 
Fortunately, owing to the competition for meat which has arisen of late years between rival 
freezing companies and rival shipping companies, they are able to obtain a better price on the 
spot than if they shipped to London, and they get prompt cash without running any risk."  
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CHAPTER  5 
 

MANIPULATING THE MARKET 
THE TINNED MEAT BUSINESS 

BOGUS TELEGRAMS 
LESSON TO BE LEARNED. 

 

 
 

Under the heading of "Dear Meat and Gentlemen Butchers" the St. James's Budget gave some 
time ago curious details as to the manipulation of the meat market by the London butchers, and 
refers to the British farmer's "problem" as to why beef fetched but 6d. per lb. to him, and yet 
sells for Is. off the butcher's block. " And yet hidden in that problem, "adds the Budget, "lies 
the secret why he cannot pay his landlord his rent, his manure agent his bill for fertilisers, and 
his forage provider his account." Jumbuck," some years ago, in one of his letters to a New 
Zealand daily, mentioned having heard from a friend who had just interviewed a Leadenhall 
butcher. The said butcher, in reply to a question as to the prospects of frozen meat, stated he 
had just added Id. a pound to his retail price. Yet the same man brought advice of a drop in the 
wholesale price to an equal or greater amount. "Doubtless," added "Jumbuck," the worthy man 
will soon be driving a carriage and pair." or is the dissatisfaction as to the disposal of frozen 
meat in the 'Home market’ confined to New Zealand and New South Wales. Mr.  Francis, 
manager of the Queensland Graziers' Company, was recently interviewed in Sydney by The 
Daily Telegraph. Mr. Francis holds very strong views as to the disposal of the meat at the other 
end. "Under present conditions it falls," he says, "into the hands of the London salesmen, 
without check or hindrance of any kind, and they manipulate it as they think fit." 'The 
Queensland Graziers' Company, by the way, is a success. It was started over 30 years ago on 
the Brisbane River. Their chief business is tinning, but they combine freezing, boiling, and 
fellmongering. They treat some 9,000 sheep and 900 cattle a week. They own stations, and run 
50 butchers' shops in Brisbane. The chief feature of the Company's operations is tinning meat, 
and their business bids fair to outgrow its present limits, the Company has a contract with the 
Batavian Government which brings them in £7!),000 a year. The British-India Government, 
the Chinese and French Governments, are also large absorbers of tinned meat. West Australia 
and the Islands draw large supplies from the Company. 
  

The Graziers' Company are doing very little in the way of freezing, but not from any lack of 
facilities for treating carcasses. The Company is prepared to treat 1,000 bullocks a week if 
called upon to do so. The squatters, however, only send them cattle when they think it will pay, 
then the supply is intermittent, and does not pay the Company. Mr. Francis argues that this is 
bad policy. With only intermittent supplies the trade can never be put on a satisfactory basis. It 
is to their system of regular and constant supplies that America and New Zealand owe the 
success which they have won in the frozen meat market at Home. With a regular supply to 
work upon, Mr. Francis argues, values would soon be enhanced, and the shipping companies 
with a regular supply would be able to reduce freights. Mr. Francis is convinced that there is a 
splendid future before the frozen meat trade, and with this opinion we heartily concur.  
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As bearing out Mr. Francis's strictures, we have just been handed the following from a partner 
in a large cattle property in Northern Queensland :- We shipped, through a Queensland 
freezing company, some months ago, over 10,000 Ibs. of frozen beef, and have just received 
account sales. These men return us 1,1801b. of  beef sold at 3.70d. - £1,728 J2s. 8d. No 
particulars are given whatever as to what lots the meat was sold in, and what prices for such 
lots, dates of the different sales, etc. It is just lumped at 3.70d. We know some of the beef 
realised 5d. per lb., and that the time involved in selling the beef occupied some two months. 
We are greatly dissatisfied at such account sales being rendered to us. We may mention that 
the freezing company in question insist on all meat frozen at their factory going through a 
certain firm in London, that firm being perhaps the largest speculators we have in frozen meat, 
and the very pertinent question is propounded: In a high market, where meat is likely to be 
sold by a firm that deals in meat, what meat will that firm offer its own or other people's, and 
vice versa, in a low market, whose meat is likely to go on it.  
 

The total London charges on this consignment of beef was .40d. i per lb. To this has to be 
added the brokerage of I per cent, or .03d.  
 

These charges are excessive. This consignment of beef, grossed, as per account sales, £1,728 
12s. 8d; factory charges, freight, insurance, etc. (113-16d. per lb.), £1,072 19s. 9d.; London 
charges (.43d.), £203 14s. 7d.; total, £1,276 14s. 4d.; leaves the grower, £451 18s. 6d.  
 

The charges swallow up three fourths of the gross proceeds, and the consignor is not even 
given particulars of how his meat was disposed of.  
 

We think, says this consignor in question, that were one of our woolgrowers to receive a 
similar account sales of 1,000 bales wool, merely stating 1,000 bales of wool sold at, say 8d. 
per lb., there would be "wigs on the green."  
 

That "bogus" telegrams are not confined to speculators in butter at the "other end," who rush to 
depress the Colonial market, will be seen from the following extract from the Wagga Express 
;- " In June the following cablegram from England appeared in the daily papers:- 'Frozen meat: 
Canterbury mutton, 2td.; Wellington mutton, 3d. Market glutted.' Doubting this, the P. F. 
Association cabled to its London agents, Messrs. Dangar, Gedye & Co. :- Question: 'Quote 
ruling prices New Zealand meat.' Reply: 'Mutton, 4td, ~ 4id.; lamb, 5!d. to 6d.; beef, hind 4d. 
to 4td.; beef, fore 3~d. to 3td.'"  
 

On last Monday the following appeared as part of a lengthy cablegram:- "It is difficult at 
present, the importers state, to dispose of Australian supplies even at 3d. per lb. the demand is 
limited. .A sudden influx of meat might be disastrous." The Company again doubted, and 
cabled:- Question: "Cable prices of this colony's meat: 'Reply: "New South Wales mutton, 3d. 
per lb., ruling rate."  
 

Comment upon these cablegrams is needless. Two of the London meat agents replied to the 
strictures published in the Otago Daily Times, Messrs. H. S. Fitter and Sons denied that there 
was any collusion with salesmen, and stated that butchers simply went from one salesman to 
another, and bought from the one who sold at the lowest price. Messrs. Weddell and Co. 
denied that commission salesman took over or bought meat consigned to them and resold it in 
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a rising market, and with regard to fraudulent practices mentioned, they stated that it was only 
in exceptional cases that dishonest practices were adopted, except in the retail trade.  
 

Mr. John Grigg, of Long Beach, New Zealand, whose London agents are Messrs. H. S. Fitter 
and Son, and Dr. Newman, director of the Gear Meat Freezing Company, Wellington, who 
have recently sold their whole output to Messrs. Nelson Brothers, wrote to the Daily Times 
denying any fraud or reprehensible practices in connection with the disposal of frozen meat in 
London. Dr. Newman stated that, as the New Zealand grower for the most part st'lls locally, it 
is the large buying companies who must suffer from the wrongs that exist, and "that as 5-6ths 
of the New Zealand meat is handled by these two companies, it is idle to suggest that they 
endure the horrors so graphically depicted."  
 

To this the Otago Daily Times suggests that while it goes without saying that these great 
companies do not suffer from the abuses suggested, the question "may they not profit by them" 
is worth consideration. In reply to Mr. Grigg the paper stated that its remarks were directed at a 
system rather than at individuals, and that while it knew of no reason why London meat-
brokers should be less trustworthy than London wool-brokers, yet it took many years of 
persistent effort to break down the abuses of the London wool trade.  
 

If the late Robert Patterson, of Conargo, were alive, he could tell us a little about his efforts to 
"cleanse" the wool trade, successful efforts, too, for which the Australian growers are much 
indebted to Mr. Patterson. We can imagine how Mr. Patterson, if in the flesh, would attack the 
abuses which, without doubt, hamper our great and growing meat trade. 
  

We have thought it necessary to quote at some length the dissatisfaction so fully expressed in 
many quarters with regard to the disposal of our frozen meat in London. Reform in the system 
of sale is, indeed, required ere we can attain to "straightforward selling and distributing, both 
wholesale and retail" of our meat in the Home market. Now, what growers can learn from all 
that has been put before them is the absolute necessity of taking the meat export trade into their 
own hands, by forming a strong and united company of graziers and their supporters, with a 
capital large enough to enable the company to meet all comers.  
 

There is no margin for profit at present prices, and present consolidated rate, even taking the 
New Zealand rate of ltd. per lb., or the Aberdeen rate of 1'90, while the Newport consolidated 
rate of 2-15, added to the expense of trucking the stock alive and depreciation of meat, is 
simply prohibitive. With mutton fj,t 2~d. to 3td. per lb., the grower may ask, like the man in 
the burlesque, " Where do I come in? He is simply out of it.  
 

In the meat export trade of Australia there is no room for a speculative company, necessarily 
requiring profits sufficient to pay ordinary dividends to shareholders, for any profit to 
shareholders must come out of the pockets of growers. The meat export trade of New South 
Wales must, if success be looked for, be organised by sheep growers and their supporters, and 
it must be a big thing. As with increased shipments prices may be expected to decline, it is 
very evident that if the producers are to live, the cost of putting their stuff on the Home market 
must be reduced. In order to effect this the company must be in a position, through having 
works of their own in all suitable parts of the colony, to offer a full and continuous supply of 
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first-class frozen meat to ships and salesmen. Without doubt under these circumstances the rate 
can be brought down to ld. per lb., or even less.  
 

Australia cannot do better than follow the example of New Zealand. It was the sheep farmers 
themselves who started the first companies in New Zealand, and who guaranteed stock to keep 
then going. Then after the growers had opened the trade under difficulties ten times greater 
than any that trouble Australians, speculative companies came in and competed with the 
growers' companies for the trade. This was not till after it had turned out a success. The 
speculative companies have done well for the New Zealand sheep-grower, but Australians 
must remember that the New Zealand farmer has ever had his own company alongside him as 
a check on the speculative companies.  
 

Mr. A. S. Patterson, of Dunedin (N.Z), in concluding an able address on the frozen meat trade 
in July last, in Sydney, finished by saying, "The crucial question in connection with the 
freezing business in Australia is whether it is going to be kept in the hands of the sheep 
farmers themselves, and run in their interests, or not. I would very strongly urge that to begin 
with it should certainly be so. Develop the business, as has been done in New Zealand, the 
mercantile man and the capitalists will very soon see when the business has reached a point 
when they can come in. Let them come in by all means. But in the present stage of things you 
will do well to keep the interests entirely in the sheep farmers' own hands."  
 

No man in New Zealand is better able to speak on the subject than Mr. A. S. Patterson. He is a 
keen, shrewd man of business, and we Australians cannot do better than follow his advice. It is 
practical and to the point.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 

FREEZING WORKS AND THEIR SITUATION 
COMPARISON OF PRICES 
COOPERATIVE FREEZING 

IMPROVEMENTS IN TREATMENT 
 

There is a considerable amount of freezing power in the colony of New South Wales at the 
present moment, but most of it is situated at the seaboard, and we are strongly of opinion that 
only by operating as near as possible to their own pastures can sheep be put on the Home 
market in a satisfactory condition, that is, with the bloom on and the juice in; and this applies 
more especially to merino sheep, for merino meat turns dry and hard and dark on the least 
provocation.  
 

At the Fresh Food and Ice Company's admirable works, Darling Harbor, Sydney, the insulation 
of which is perhaps the most perfect in the world, a large number of sheep can be put through 
at comparatively small cost, as their de la Vergne machine works well with a minimum of fuel, 
and the fuel used is very cheap under 7s. per ton), and if the coal under Port Jackson can be 
worked it will be 2s. a ton cheaper.  
 

The management is excellent, and the sheep frozen there are slaughtered at Messrs. Richards's 
well known establishment of Riverstone, about 30 miles from Sydney, on the western line, 
where there are first-class paddocks and plenty of water for the sheep to spell in after being un-
trucked. In summer the sheep are all killed at night, and railed to Sydney in open louvered 
trucks in the cool of the early morning, leaving all the animal heat behind as they come along 
at a rapid rate, and arriving in a more or less chilled condition at the works. Now when sheep 
have only a short distance to travel before being trucked, and when they are trucked through in 
a reasonable time, say, 12 to 18 hours, no doubt such sheep, when rested in the richly grassed 
Riverstone paddocks will retain much of the natural juices lost in the rail journey, and under 
Messrs. Richards's good management a good article can be exported. But many of the sheep 
frozen by Messrs. Richards are purchased out of the Homebush Yards, it is not reasonable to 
expect that such sheep will turn out well, after being knocked about in the trucks and yards 
with no test. Moreover, many of the sheep killed at Riverstone for export are travelled 
considerable distances before being trucked, and these are delayed sometimes as long as two or 
three days in the trucks from the time of trucking to time of untrucking.  
 

Rest in the best of paddocks will not put such sheep into fit condition to compete with prime 
New Zealand mutton in the Home market. The Riverstone works supply a want, and will 
always do good work for graziers, as they will take all these sheep that will be fattened in the 
country lying between inland works (say 200 miles inland) and the sea.  
 

There is, however, one drawback to the Fresh Food Bond Ice Company's works, and that is 
that all the meat when frozen has to be carted in ordinary vans from the works to the steamers, 
and loaded into the steamers in the open. In wet, muggy weather this is a serious objection. As, 
however, the works are on the edge of the sea, perhaps some means may be found of obviating 
this. Too much praise cannot be given to the Messrs. Richards for the determined manner with 
which they have so pluckily stuck to the export of frozen meat.  
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They and others with them have fought a good fight against long odds. Large losses have been 
incurred, but they have always come up smiling, and they do not seem to know what it is to be 
beaten. They have done well for New South Wales and for the meat export trade, and it is to be 
hoped they will in time meet with the reward they deserve, The Fresh Food and Ice Company 
freeze only for a syndicate composed, it is said, of the Messrs. Richards, Nelson Brothers, and 
a large shipping company, and the syndicate declare that, so far. they have made a big loss on 
the venture. As already stated, this Company's freezing charges are the lowest in Australia.  
 

The Australian Freezing and Chilling Company's works are situated at Aberdeen, on the 
northern line, some 86 miles from Newcastle, and seven miles north of Muswellbrook, the 
latter being a great stock centre, where a large number of stock routes converge. The Aberdeen 
works have a capacity of some 1,000 frozen sheep per day, besides double that number of 
"boilers." There is now but little doubt that it would have been better had their works been 
placed further inland, as it is difficult for sheep from some of the richest pastures to be 
delivered at Aberdeen as fresh as would be desired. There has never been the least difficulty 
experienced in conveying the frozen mutton the 86 miles to Newcastle, even in the hottest and 
most unfavorable weather. In fact, on several occasions the meat has through accident been 
detained in the trucks for over 30 hours in exceptionally sultry weather, and has come out quite 
hard and right. This occurred with the trucks now in use, and they can be considerably 
improved on. The Company is so satisfied as to the feasibility of conveying frozen meat a long 
distance by rail as to contemplate erecting works as far inland as Narrabri if the graziers will 
find half the capital. The Aberdeen works are admirably and economically managed by Mr. W, 
A. Benn, formerly of New Zealand. This factory has declared a dividend of 7 per cent., and has 
done good work for the colony, and helped New South Wales to get rid of a large quantity of 
stock. More work has been done in boiling than in freezing, and as sheep can be delivered at 
Aberdeen for 3d. that would cost Is. 9d. to sell in the metropolitan market, the prices given by 
the Company have returned growers from Gd. to 9d. more than could have been realised at 
Homebush for that class of sheep we are about to define. 
  

At the prices given by the Aberdeen Company it usually pays better to sell ewes for boiling 
and wethers and heavy maiden ewes for freezing there than at Homebush. But wethers not 
prime enough for export and small maidens pay better when sold at Homebush. Maidens do 
not boil well, but are better quality of meat for local consumption, and second-rate wethers are 
no use whatever at Aberdeen. The schedule prices at Aberdeen are :-  
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Lately numbers of prime wethers have been offered to the Aberdeen Company at lid. per lb. 
For the 52lb. wether frozen (equal to 57Ib. butchers' weight, with the kidneys in). and 
reckoning the droving at 3d., 3 grower would net at present 5s. ld. by February I, with six 
months' wool. A similar sheep would net the owner, if he had no trucking to pay, 6s. 3d. to 6s. 
9d., and with the full fleece, 8s. 5d. per helld. We are taking 3d. off for droving. Sheep can be 
driven 200 miles for 3d. For crossbreds only a farthing more per Ib is given, which we cannot 
understand, \unless the crossbreds offering lire of a second class description, which is 
probable. Very fair prices are given for boilers, viz.:-  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1st. Two months after shparing, ~d. 421b. ewe-3 Of 2nd."" "" Id." 36  
3rd.,. " " " lid. " 3 111 4th." " " ., lid. ., 44! ()th."" "" l~d. ,. 53! 6th.." " " " l~d. " 6 1~  
 
Deduct 3d. for droving gives 3s. 81d. for a 421b. with six months wool on.  
 

The Pastoral Finance Association, Limited, at Kirribilli Point, Sydney, is the only freezing 
company of graziers in New South Wales. This Company consists chiefly of sheep farmers 
who individually are in a position sufficiently independent to enable them to dispense with the 
assistance of financial institutions. It is, in fact, a co-operative company of graziers, who are 
shareholders in the concern, and who participate in the profits, a rebate in commission for 
selling being allowed to shareholders. This same matter of rebate has caused some amount of 
friction with the other financial institutions, which is to be regretted.  
 

Freezing works erected by Messrs. Wildridge and Sinclair, of Sydney, on the most approved 
system, have been added to the magnificent buildings erected some years ago by the Pastoral 
Finance Association on the North Shore, Sydney, and a considerable number of sheep have 
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been already. exported and sold in the London market. The shipping agents in London are 
Messrs. Dangar, Grant and Co., and Mr. Geddes is at present acting as agent for the sale of the 
meat at Home. The freezing machinery used is that of the Linde British Refrigerating 
Company and ammonia machine, which is advancing in favor every day. It is very hard to 
convince those who have been in the habit of running the Haslam compressed air machine that 
as good work can be done with the ammonia machines. But it is only a matter of time and a 
short time too, for the ammonia to supersede the compressed air machine. The idea that they 
cannot do as good solid work at a low temperature while working in a hot climate is fast being 
disproved, and there is, without doubt, a great saving in fuel. The Linde machine is one of the 
most popular of the several ammonia machines now in use. Those at the Melbourne meat 
market are giving, and have given, the greatest satisfaction; the one at Ngahauranga, 
Wellington, New Zealand, has also given thorough satisfaction, and the one at Kirribilli Point 
forms no exception. The Queensland Meat Export Company have recently contracted for the 
erection of two powerful Linde machines, which will double the capacity of their works, and it 
is the opinion of the chairman of the Company that £8,000 a year will be saved by adopting 
this ammonia machine. The contractors have guaranteed to do with 600 tons of coal what now 
involves a consumption of 140! The Pastoral Finance Association has exported a large number 
of frozen sheep since July last, and are in full work at present (December 8, 1893). Most of 
these sheep were killed at the outset at Glebe Island, punted to the works and there frozen; but 
this is not the system on which the Company propose to work, and was only adopted as a 
makeshift pending arrangements for chilling meat inland. The directors of this Company, 
including Mr. Geddes himself, believe in killing the sheep operated on, as near as possible to 
their own pastures; and, moreover, the system introduced by Mr. Robert Hudson, of chilling at 
a number of inland centres, instead of freezing, was adopted. The writer, at the time the project 
was ventilated so enthusiastically by Mr. Geddes, took a strong stand against the proposed 
mode of operating, for four reasons :-  
1. The extra cost involved in railing chilled meat, as against frozen. which was at that time 20 
per cent. in favor of frozen meat.  
2. The doubts that were freely expressed by experts as to satisfactory results being obtained at 
the other end for meat chilled some hundreds of miles inland and then frozen at the seaboard, 
the matter then being, it was considered, still in an experimental stage.  
3. The extra cost involved in the double operation in chilling and freezing, instead of the one 
cost of freezing.  
4. The inadvisableness of having, as was proposed, a number of small inland chilling works 
under local and separate management to the central freezing works at port.  
 

The writer, at that time, strongly opposed Mr. Geddes' proposals for the above reasons, as he 
thought it was very unwise to induce graziers to expend considerable sums of money in 
erecting chilling works while the whole matter was yet in its experimental stage, and having 
been at that time given to understand that there was no hope of getting the rate in chilled meat 
reduced so as to enable it to be railed to port as cheaply as frozen, he considered that the extra 
cost or railing alone settled the matter as against chilling, and when the other objections named 
were taken into account it seemed to him, as already stated, unwise to expend large sums as 
was then proposed. As a matter of fact, until lately, the three existing chilling works of New 
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South Wales have done nothing to speak of. That at Narrandera got on so badly for some time 
that the shareholders were glad to lease their costly works to the Pastoral Finance Association 
at a rate that cannot pay for depreciation and interest on capital. That at Young has done 
scarcely any chilling whatever, and Tenterfield has only started work again lately after a long 
interval,  
 

We are very pleased, however, to be able to state that, so far as producing a good article is 
concerned, the chilling at Narrandera is a pronounced success.  
 

There is no doubt that a good deal of chilled meat arrived in Sydney some time ago in an unfit 
state, not only for export, but for local use, and had this not been improved on, the whole 
business must have been given up, A different method of hanging the carcasses in the insulated 
trucks has now been adopted, and this, combined with probably more care in preparation and 
chilling, has resulted in complete success. We lately saw sheep in the freezing chambers at 
Kirribilli Point that had been chilled at Narrandera (some 350 miles from Sydney), and they 
certainly were well "got up" and in first-rate order. We also inspected the untrucking of some 
Riverina-bred maiden ewes on a sultry day at Pyrmont Wharf. These sheep had been loaded at 
Narrandera 24 hours previously on the hottest day of the season.  
 

They were for the most part nice quality maiden ewes, plump, and well filled up, nothing 
shelly about them, and they would weigh about 431b. butchers' weight with kidneys in, and 
about 401b. when frozen. These sheep were well butchered and well finished, and not a bruise 
to be seen on them, The bloom was on them, they were fresh and clean, and came out stiff and 
rigid, The manager, Mr, W. McAdam, is confident that they will give really good results when 
frozen and sold at the other end, We ourselves have been in the habit of sending similar ewes, 
just a shade lighter, say 411b,. to the " Aberdeen Company for boiling, and the manager, Mr. 
Benn, had expressed a wish to freeze and export them, but was discouraged by his principals, 
they contending that such small carcasses of ewe mutton would not realise within id. per lb. of 
that from 501b. or 54lb, merino wethers we shall, therefore, await with much interest the result 
of this shipment of small Riverina ewes,  
 

Since the above was written the Pastoral Finance Association has forwarded us the net returns 
to the owners of these very sheep, viz:-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It will be seen from this that 421b. ewes frozen weight netted the owners from 6s. 3d. to 7s. 
10d., and ewes averaging as low as 30½lbs. netted the owner 6s. 6d. on the station. These 
returns are a long way above those that would have been obtained had the ewes been sold at 
Homebush, or had they been boiled down.  
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CHAPTER 7 
 

THE CHILLING OF MEAT 
THE FREEZING FACTORIES 

POSITION OF FREEZING IN NEW SOUTH WALES 
APATHY OF PASTORALISTS 

NEW SOUTH WALES MUST INCREASE HER EXPORTS 
 

The work being carried out by the Pastoral Finance Association is a most interesting one, and 
one which does them much credit. They have definitely proved that sheep can he treated 
successfully, operated on at a great distance from port, for if sheep chilled at Narrandera  in 
exceptionally hot weather, under very unfavorable conditions too, as we can say by personal 
observation, can then, in the same weather, be conveyed 350 miles by rail in cars, that, without 
doubt, can be improved on, and then, after being unloaded in sultry weather be shipped Home, 
frozen in first-class condition, then we can rest assured that there need be no misgivings as to 
treating sheep successfully under this system even as far inland as Bourke (503 miles). In 
America, we know, chilled meat is railed frequently 1,000 to 1,400 n1iles and then conveyed 
another 3,000 miles across the Atlantic, and delivered in England in perfect condition. As there 
is now no doubt at all as to the feasibility of putting meat chilled inland on the London market 
in first-class order the whole matter has, as we expected, resolved itself into a question of cost. 
The relative cost of chilling inland and of freezing inland are all worked out in a report which 
we drew up for the Executive Committee of the Graziers' Meat Export Co., and herewith 
published as an addendum. Meantime, we are all under obligation to the Pastoral Finance 
Association for having definitely solved the question. The account sales show definitely that 
meat operated on 350 miles inland has sold at top prices for Australian mutton at the other end, 
and at price only 3/8th  per lb. below New Zealand.  
 

The existing freezing factories have done, and are doing good work but with the exception of 
the Pastoral Finance Association they are worked by speculative companies', whose object 
necessarily is to buy cheaply as possible and to charge as high a rate as possible for work done, 
so as to return dividends to shareholders or syndicates. This goes without saying. On the other 
hand, the chief object a graziers' company would have in view, would be that of relieving the 
colonial mark and of establishing a satisfactory minimum price for sheep, both fat and store. 
That object accomplished, graziers would not mind much if their works had to be idle at times, 
or if even eventually it should happen that speculative companies should step in and cut them 
out A rise of 2s, a head in fat sheep, and a shilling on stores on an annual caste of some 
9,000,000 surplus sheep, would pay for a good many freezing works. A tIs. 6d. a head it comes 
to nearly £700,000 per annum! As already stated, existing factories are doing good work. They 
are the pioneers of the frozen meat trade of New South Wales. It is not for a moment intended 
to oppose them or to endeavor to contract their operations. We welcome them, and sincerely 
and heartily wish them good speed.  
 

We merely wish to check any desire they may exhibit to monopolise the trade or to pay out in 
dividends to their shareholders the margin of profit we consider we graziers should receive. 
And this we propose to effect by having alongside them factories of our own, which, while run 
strictly on commercial lines, will still look, as we have said, more to relieving the colonial 
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market than to paying dividends. We believe a graziers' company can be run so as to pay 
shareholders moderate but fair interest on capital, and at the same time give the grower a finger 
in the pie. At present he is an onlooker and not a participator in any profit made. Once a strong 
graziers' company is established, it follows that the price given for sheep by the speculative 
companies and the rates charged for work done must be regulated by those of the graziers' 
company. It stands to reason, therefore, that all efforts made to establish such companies will 
be opposed strongly by those interested in the speculative companies; while, on the contrary, 
the grower will be glad to see two sets of factories working away to reduce the number and at 
the same time raise the value of his surplus stock.  
 

Should, after the establishment of a graziers' company with several sets of factories in suitable 
positions, it be found that better prices and lower factory charges can be introduced, then, 
without doubt, the speculative companies will at once follow suit, and, as they have done in 
New Zealand, go "one better."  
 

May it be that the much-to-be-wished-for day in which this happy suggestion shall be 
consummated is not far distant.  
We would wish to point out very plainly the position New South Wales farmers are in at the 
end of this year of our Lord 1893. By means of freezing factories, by means of numerous 
boiling-down establishments, by means of slaughtering old ewes for their skins, by means of 
reducing the number of breeding ewes, and, sad to say, by means of the late drought in the 
west, the flocks of New South Wales were reduced from about 62,000,000 at the end of 1891 
to 58,000,000 at the end of 1892. A further reduction of some two millions is looked for when 
the 1893 stock returns come in. Millions of inferior sheep, old and cull ewes-have been sent to 
"the pots" and their skins and fat exported.  
 

The result is rather startling. It will be found that at the present time there is a large surplus of 
wethers of fattening ages in New South Wales, and the writer estimates that there will be no 
less than 13,000 000 wethers of fattening ages in New South Wales on December 31st, 1893, 
and a total of some 26,000,000 male sheep, including weaners  
 

Estimating the total number of sheep in the colony at that date to be 56,000,000, it will be seen 
that this proportion of wethers will be far over what it should bear to that total. In fact, it will 
exceed its normal proportion by from four to five millions.  
 

Again, a considerable number of growers have turned their attention to half-breds, and as these 
are early maturing sheep, and it is intended to fatten the ewes as well as the wethers, it follows 
that next year there will be a still larger surplus of wethers and crossbred maiden ewes of 
fattening ages. We advisedly say of fattening ages-not fat sheep, for the colony is still too 
heavily stocked to put this immense number of sheep into anything like prime condition.  
 

THE APATHY OF PASTORALISTS. 
 

Now, with characteristic apathy, New South Wales pastoralists have done nothing whatever to 
provide freezing works for its large surplus of wethers close to their own pastures. Inevitably 
large numbers of wethers must go to and are going to the pots." It will take 12 months to form 
a company, choose sites, and erect works, and yet nothing has been done. If Mr. Cooke 
succeeds (as succeed he must) with the Deniliquin Company and surely his energy, fire, and 
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experience should bear good fruit, a start will have been made, and little done; but New South 
Wales requires four to six inland works on the other side of the colony to the Riverina to meet 
the requirements of sheep-growers. Four sets of works to start with and at least two more later 
on. Positions admirably situated in every way have been selected for these works. At these 
positions everything requisite to make the factory a success are to be found. 
  

All that is required is that banks and financial institutions shall assist their customers in 
forming a large graziers' company, and there can be little doubt that growers will see that the 
time has come for Australia to follow the lead of New Zealand. Let there be no mistake about 
New Zealand. The politicians in New Zealand may be more enlightened and advanced in their 
ideas than those of New South Wales, their people may be (and I believe are) more industrious 
and thrifty, but the one thing that has saved New Zealand is the frozen meat trade and 
crossbred sheep, not the one but the two. Without the frozen meat trade and crossbred sheep it 
would have taken decades of the very best government in the world, combined with 
exceptional retrenchment, industry, and thrift, to have brought New Zealand even within 
“cooey" of the position this one industry has enabled her to reach in one decade. 
  

New South Wales must increase her exports or she cannot pay her way. The butter trade is 
helping, and will help materially. She should next year export wheat at a margin of profit to 
producers for New South Wales is one of the finest wheat-growing countries in the world. 
Other industries, such as silk-growing, will spring up and help, but after all, New South Wales 
will have to look to the pastoral industry to pull her out of her difficulties. 
  

Now, the one thing that will "boom" the pastoral industry is the export of meat. No country in 
the world can grow mutton at so small a cost as Australia. In New South Wales good mutton is 
being turned into manure, and in many cases thrown away after the fat has been extracted. 
New South Wales has been boiling-down her ewes in millions; shortly she will be boiling-
down wethers in millions. With a market for this meat, it is simply wicked to let it go to waste, 
but until the trade is put on a satisfactory basis, there will be but little margin between boiling-
down and freezing. The sheep farmers of New South Wales and their supporters have the 
whole thing in their own hands. Only by putting their own shoulders to the wheel and taking 
the business into their own hands, as was done in New Zealand, can the small margin of profit 
available be secured to the growers, and, secured to them, be retained in the colony, adding to 
its wealth, and enabling it to recover its lost prosperity. Exports which cost the colony nearly 
as much as they are worth to produce will not help her much. If the whole margin of profit of 
the meat export trade is to be absorbed by freezing companies, shipping companies, insurance 
companies, and commission agents and salesmen (the latter, as we have seen, not always 
content with ordinary commission), then we ask again, " Where does the grower come in? " It 
would seem that in this case the grower "goes out." 
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CHAPTER 8. 
THE NECESSITY FOR INLAND WORKS 

VALUE OF THE MEAT EXPORT TO THE COLONY 
THE IMPORT INTO THE UNITED KINGDOM 

 
 

We are confident that only by means of inland works can the meat export trade of New South 
Wales be carried to a successful issue. The ground has been well cleared for the initiation of a 
strong company of graziers and their supporters. Millions of inferior stock have been got rid 
of, and we are now face to face with a large surplus of wethers of fattening ages, and with a 
big stock of half breds on the way The time has undoubtedly come for pastoralists to act, and 
emulating New Zealand. lift the pastoralist industry out of the rut of depression, and thus not 
only improve their own position, but do incalculable service to the whole community. The 
season is good, financial difficulties have settled down to a considerable extent, banks and 
financial institutions reconstructed, a good heavy wool clip gone forward, and a new loan been 
successfully floated. The gods are propitious; let the sheep farmers of New South Wales grasp 
their opportunity. They may have disadvantages and difficulties to contend with unknown to 
New Zealand growers, but on the other hand they can grow mutton cheaper than is possible in 
New Zealand, and they must be able, from their position to command cheaper tonnage then 
their New Zealand cousins.  
 

A great future lies before the pastoral industry of New South Wales, in which, of course, the 
whole colony will participate. Energy and determination, combined with careful, thoughtful 
consideration in the inception of the scheme, is all that is now required to set that going, which 
in a few years must lead to the pastoral industry not only recovering its lost ground, but 
attaining to a position of more solid prosperity than it has ever yet enjoyed. Unless this great 
meat export trade is grasped firmly and in a broad and comprehensive manner by growers and 
their supporters, the colony will not extricate itself out of its difficulties. 
  

New South Wales has some five million sterling a year to pay in interest on public and private 
debt. The interest can and will be paid but we want a little for ourselves too. If the meat export 
trade is put on a satisfactory. basis, New South Wales should by that means alone add at least a 
million sterling to the value of her annual exports, and at the same time put the margin of profit 
into the pockets of her producers. A large number of men would be employed at good wages, 
values would be raised and the whole community will participate in an improved state of 
affairs. As was stated lately to an interviewer from the Argus office, "the development of the 
meat export trade in New Zealand has placed a definite value on every acre of land in the 
colony, The people are voluntarily seeking out the land themselves and in competing with each 
other to get it.  
 

Everybody is going in for improvements towards raising and fattening sheep. Money is being 
expended upon turnip-growing, subdivision fencing, grass improvement etc, so that as this 
very capital is forthcoming upon the strength of an assured remunerative industry, labor is 
employed, money is in circulation, and everything is flourishing.  
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The report of the last meeting of the Belfast Freezing Companies before" us. The Chairman 
stated that the number of small holder who froze sheep at the works was increasing, and also 
stated that the pay-sheet totted up to some £500 a week, or over £25,000 a year.  
 

Four large factories at work m New South Wales would mean an expenditure in wages of 
£100,000 a year, and a big increase to the export of the colony. The Hon. W. Forest, of 
Queensland, on being interviewed lately on the subject of the meat export, said :- He 
considered it would confer inestimable benefit upon the colony. It would give value to land 
then most valueless. It would create the most desirable kind of remunerative employment for 
the people and lay the foundation of a solid prosperity.  
 

It would tend to closer settlement for to rear a sheep and then turn it adrift means a cessation of 
work, for a long period of time; but to kill and freeze all the year round means an abundance of 
continuous labour and the strengthening of every other industry in the colony. Just think of the 
branches labour affected from the moment a sheep is killed in Australia till it is eaten, say, in 
Yorkshire. There would be an all round gain. The State would get a higher price for his land, 
the squatter would sit down in something like financial security; the selector would be able to 
sell his stock when he desired (in New Zealand he has two or three buyers chasing him), the 
farmers would grow lucerne in unlimited quantities and continually fatten sheep, as in New 
Zealand; the wool trade would be stimulated; the shipping trade encouraged, and it does not 
require any penetration to see that the gain collectively and individually would be marvellous. 
I tell you," concluded Mr. Forest, "that the meat export promises to be the salvation of the 
colony."  
 

Every word applies to New South Wales, and every word is true. Such good words of cheer 
from a shrewd and well informed man should encourage New South Wales graziers to throw 
themselves into the business with vigor and zest.  
 

The graziers of New South Wales do not now consist merely of squatters and large landed 
proprietors. They consist to a large extent of small holders, whose aid and co-operation is just 
as much required as that of the “big  men." The development of the meat export trade will tend 
to the subdivision of prop6rties, and to the increase of small holdings  
The development of the meat export trade will, as already stated, increase the value of our 
export by a million sterling. What better work can be done for the colony ? There should be no 
hesitation. The course of the New South Wales sheep farmer is clear before him. He has the 
experience of New Zealand to guide him. He has no experiments to make. All plain sailing. A 
carefully-thought out scheme, which has the approval of most of the leading experts in the 
frozen meat trade will before long be put before the graziers of New South Wales and their 
supporters, and it is to be hoped that it, together with Mr. John Cooke's proposal, will be 
energetically and promptly taken up, and that within 12 months New South Wales will have 
cleared herself of those imputations of apathy and want of foresight which are, and ,have been, 
so freely cast at her during the last few years.  
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CHAPTER  9 
 

THE FUTURE OF THE FROZEN MEAT TRADE IN AUSTRALIA 
AS SHEEP INCREASED IN VALUE IN NEW ZEALAND SO DID LAND IN THE 

COLONY INCREASE IN VALUE PROPORTIONATELY 
EXPORTS TO ENGLAND INCREASED CONSIDERABLY, AND YET THERE WAS 

NO GLUT 
AS GOOD, OR BETTER, MUTTON CAN BE PRODUCED IN  AUSTRALIA FOR 

THE TABLE THAN THE ORDINARY ENGLISH  MUTTON 
ILLUSTRATIVE ANECDOTES 
THE MANCHESTER MARKET 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

That an immense future lies before the meat export trade in Australia can be inferred:-   
 

1st. From the enormous expansion of the frozen meat trade in New Zea1and, which, 
commencing in 1882 with an export valued at £54,000, increased in 1885 to an export of half a 
million sheep valued at £345,000, and culminated in 1891 in the enormous output of nearly 
two million sheep, valued £1,200,000.  
 

2nd. From the fact that the prejudice against frozen mutton is steadily dying out.  
 

3rd. That the Home Trade is veering fast towards smaller and leaner mutton, provided it is 
juicy    and tender.  
4th. That the Home consumer will find our prime merino mutton, killed and chilled close to its 
own pastures, a very different article to merino mutton that has been travelled a long journey to 
the trucks, and a still longer one in the trucks, before being killed and frozen.  
 

5th. That, as yet. our mutton has scarcely reached the masses, and that when good mutton can 
be retailed at 4!d. per lb., they will, ! without doubt, become large consumers.  
 

6th. That is if but five per cent. of the population of the United Kingdom become increased 
meat consumers, to the extent of only one lb. a week each, we shall bare1y be able to supply 
their requirements.  
 

7th. That, if the Continental armies would but take the article, and it can be supplied at far less 
than it can be produced on the Continent, the whole resources of Australia would he taxed to 
supply these armies alone. 
  

8th. That there are other countries which are likely, within a few years, to become customers 
for our meat, to wit, Japan, China, Canada, etc.  
 

The meat export trade of New Zealand, without any doubt whatever, helped that 
colony through a time of depression, even more critical than that which has overtaken 
Australia. There is no doubt whatever that this industry has been of incalculable value 
to New Zealand, and that it has, in fact, "saved her." Sheep were being killed for their 
skins, in that colony, a little over ten years ago; similar sheep are there now worth over 
half a sovereign each. As the meat export trade developed, the breeding of the most 
profitable and suitable sheep for that export trade, developed in like ratio.  
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As sheep increased in value so has land increased in value proportionately. When the 
trade was first started, "experienced" salesmen in the old country warned exporters not 
to overdo the thing; that 4,000 sheep a week would be a very ample supply to put on 
the London market for years; and that any larger number would create a glut, and end 
disastrously. Well, In 1893, the number of carcasses of frozen sheep and Iambs put on 
the London market from New Zealand alone, was equal to a weekly average of over 
34,000-while, if the Australian and Plate sheep are added, the number of frozen sheep 
sold in England, in 1893, totted up to an average of no less than 75,000 sheep and 
lambs a week. And yet there was no glut!  
 

We think a little consideration given to these figures and facts must convince any 
intelligent observer that the object lesson of New Zealand must inspire the least 
sanguine among us with hope and confidence. Our second contention is that the 
prejudice against frozen mutton is fast dying out; this is, without doubt, a fact. 
Whatever may be said to the contrary, we maintain that if two prime sheep be picked, 
up country in cool weather, the one chilled, railed to Sydney, and there frozen, and 
afterwards properly thawed and properly cooked, and the other just as carefully 
treated, but neither chilled nor frozen, we maintain that if a joint from each sheep were 
put on the table, no one would be able to tell " whether of the twain " had been frozen.  
 

I will give two cases, for the authority of which I can vouch. An Australian gentleman, 
on a visit to England, heard a young Englishman running down frozen mutton. He 
quietly asked the gentleman to dine, and procured a saddle cut from a New Zealand 
frozen wether. The young man duly came to dinner, and after having had one cut of the 
saddle, said, smacking his lips, "Ah, I'll have a little more of that excellent saddle, why 
don't you fellows send us mutton like that " Tableau!  
 

The other was the case of an Australian squatter, who on a visit to the paternal roof, 
with his young Australian wife. The father, an old squire, very proud of his Southdown 
mutton, would not allow frozen meat even to be mentioned in his presence. The son 
determined to convince the old man, and having won over his mother, procured a 
haunch of nice half-bred Canterbury frozen mutton from London. After the old squire 
had partaken of the mutton, he said to the son, "Charlie, I think that is one of the most 
juicy cuts of our Southdown mutton that I have seen on our table for some time. 
  

The following opinions, obtained by Lord Onslow, late Governor of New Zealand, by 
sending six frozen New Zealand crossbred sheep to the under mentioned gentlemen in 
England. shows, we think, very plainly that there is little to choose between the best 
frozen meat and the Home-grown article :- 
  

BARON DE WORMS :- "We found it excellent. The freezing did not hurt it in the 
least. The greatest epicure would fail to discover that it was not Home-grown."  
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LORD ROSEBERY: - "The mutton was excellent, and not to be distinguished from 
English."  
GENERAL SIR H. DE BATHE, of the Beefsteak Club :- "We had a large assembly to 
eat your mutton. I can safely aver that your sheep was better than we can buy in 
Chichester; it was tender as a chicken. Could the Club make arrangements for a regular 
supply, if so, would we have to pay more than London prices?”  
MONS. WADDINGTON :- "The New Zealand mutton was a great success;  all 
present pronounced it equal to best English. The freezing had produced no appreciable 
difference”. 
SIR MORELL MACKENZIE :-" I only recollect tasting mutton as good on one or two 
occasions.  
SIR AUGOSTUS HARRI~, ~herifl':- "It was delicious; never tasted anything more 
tender or better flavored. I suppose it is an experiment of some new process.” 
SIR W. B. PERCEVAL, Agent-General for New Zealand, stated some time ago that he 
was confident imported frozen mutton could not be distinguished from English when 
cooked, if it had been properly thawed.  
Again, MR. ROSE, a salesman of frozen mutton, states:- "My customers are delighted 
with it; many of them declare it is better than English mutton; I eat it myself and I 
agree with them. It is a very difficult matter to distinguish between the two if the New 
Zealand be properly cooked."  
 

Frozen mutton is, without doubt, steadily making its way into consumption. Curious to 
say, it is more among the better classes that this is the case, probably because the price 
at which our mutton is retailed is too high. There can be no doubt that average frozen 
mutton is better than middling English, and much superior to inferior Home-grown, 
such as was put into the market in such quantities during the late drought in England, 
yet the English sold at prices over the best New Zealand! This cannot last. Consumers 
must sooner or later learn to appreciate a good article, and it cannot be long until our 
good frozen mutton will range at higher values than those for middling and inferior 
English and Continental. 
 

We can produce quite as good (if not better) mutton for the table in Australia and New 
Zealand than the ordinary mutton produced in the old country. A properly bred four-
tooth halfbred wether or maiden ewe, about 601b. weight, not too fat, cannot, in our 
opinion, be beaten anywhere, either for appearance or for the palate. Prime merino 
mutton may be sweeter and may have more flavor, but the best halfbred mutton is 
juicy, tender, and succulent, and will, we think, always be more attractive than even 
our best merino. But there is room and to spare for all sorts and conditions of mutton, 
except scraggy, shelly ewes, poor wethers, and large coarse tallowy animals. It is a 
mistake to suppose that there is no market for our good quality aged ewes, small 
maidens and good meaty wethers, albeit not prime. We have by us letters from a 
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London salesman, asking Mr. Penny, the well-known Sydney butcher, and one of the 
pioneers of the frozen meat trade, to send him 5,000 ewes and 2nd class wethers a 
week, as there was more money to the trade in that class of sheep than any other at 
about a farthing per lb. below the top price for best merino mutton. This would give 
3d. per lb. in London for sheep we now boil and tin. With charges reduced to a 
consolidated rate of 1¾d. from Sydney to London, this price would leave the grower 
1¼d., that would be a 1d. net at country works, 300 miles inland, or equal, with skin 
and fat, to 6s. net for 401b. ewes. Such sheep, when boiled down, return only from 2s. 
6d.. to 4s., according to the distance from port. Merino mutton has been selling very 
high 111 the early part of the year, up to 4d. and even more; it has now (April, 1894) 
settled down again to about 31d., the average price.  
  

The merino mutton that sold so high was from one of the best flocks in the Riverina, 
and was chilled at Narrandera, railed to Sydney, and untrucked in hot weather, and 
then frozen at Kirribilli. These sheep weighed 551bs. frozen, and were very prime, and 
netted the owner over 9s.; they would not have netted over 6s if they had been sold at 
Homebush. The mutton from merino sheep deteriorates far more by being travelled or 
trucked, than that from crossbred, and it becomes dry, hard and dark in color. Truly the 
Home consumer will soon find out the superiority of mutton killed close to the point of 
production to that killed after being travelled and trucked.  
 

That our frozen mutton has not to any large extent reached the masses, is because it has 
not been offered to them at a price at which they can afford to buy it, When a larger 
supply enables us to get the freight and charges reduced, so that our meat can be sold 
in quantity at from 2td., for second class, to 3td. for best merino, and retailed at 4d. to 
4!d., a greatly increased consumption must ensue. We must get our meat diverted to 
the provinces, and to such places as Glasgow, for instance, instead of having it railed 
from London at an extra cost of freight, and an extra "middleman" to take pickings out 
of it. It is a fact that on Saturday night in London, in the East end, thousands may be 
seen eagerly buying meat out of costers' barrows at 5d. per lb. such as can be seen any 
day in the scrap box of our butchers' shops, and even livers are retailed in London At 
6d. per lb.  
 

A Glasgow correspondent of a gentleman in Sydney writes:- "The curse of the 
producer and of the consumer is the middleman, the wholesale and the retail butcher. . 
. . . I need not say that the masses will pay 4d., and a great deal more for good sound 
mutton. All frozen meat brought from London sells retail at 5~d. to 6!d. here and even 
to 7d. per 110. The London wholesale price could be bettered here, if there were cold 
storage. The retailers order from the wholesale butchers in London, who rail down by 
passenger train.  
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When the business can stand these two charges, in addition to all the others, there must be a 
good margin. The opening of the Manchester Ship Canal and the erection of extensive 
refrigerating stores in that city, is of vast importance to the meat export trade of Australia. The 
artisan classes that, for the most part form the population of the district commanded by 
Manchester, are the very people likely to become large consumers of our Australian mutton at 
a price. It is for us, by providing a full and continuous supply of meat to achieve lower rates of 
freight, insurance, and other charges enabling us to put our meat into the hands of these 
consumers at a price which must lead to a largely increased consumption.  
Within about 40 miles of Manchester there is a population of not less than 10,000,000, 
embracing the best paid working population in the world. The Salford (Manchester) 
cattle market is the largest in the world  
 

This district furnishes its own ports with more than 40 per cent. in value of the whole 
trade of the United Kingdom, whilst it also largely contributes to the imports and 
exports of London and other ports.  
 

The bulk of the wool used in this wealthy and populous area now reaches it through 
London. Three-fourths of the wool used in the United Kingdom is spun and woven 
within 40 or 50 miles of Manchester. Now London is 200 miles from this great wool 
and meat-consuming district, involving an additional and costly railway transit of  160 
miles.  
 

The same thing applies to that portion of the mutton hitherto shipped from Australia 
and New Zealand, which has found its way in small quantities to those rich and 
populous districts. This great market for frozen mutton has hitherto been but very 
partially supplied direct from the Plate. 
  

Australian mutton, when killed and treated close to its own Pastures with its natural 
juices and flavor retained, need not be afraid to meet Plate mutton, and even if sold at 
3d. per lb., with freight at three farthings and other charges reduced, there should be 
still a considerable margin left to the Australian grower. It will thus be seen that the 
opening of the Manchester Ship Canal is of immense advantage to Australian graziers, 
and should raise our hopes as to the future of our meat export trade. 
  

Already Manchester enterprise proposes to run quite a fleet of steamers direct to our 
shores, to secure the wool, meat and butter trade of Australia on such terms of freight 
and charges as cannot fail to se- cure the utmost possible advantages to both producer 
and consumer.  
 

The possibilities of the meat export trade in the future can be easily realised, if we consider 
that if but 5 per cent. of the 39 millions of inhabitants of the United Kingdom would but 
become increased meat eaters to the extent of an additional two ounces of meat a day 
each, New South Wales would be barely able to supply their wants. The average 
consumption of meat per ~~n England, according to Mul- /t16"~all, is but ~. a year-
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equal to merino sheep, as against 2761bs. per head in Australia, equal to 6 merino 
sheep. This shows what large meat consumers Britishers’ would be could they be 
supplied with a cheap and good article. We have the article, and are actually, after 
taking the fat from it, throwing it away, or using it for manure. Toiling laborers of the 
old country, staggering under the heavy burden of these bad times, depressed 
producers of the new country staggering under many heavy burdens also, when will 
shipping companies, salesmen, middlemen, distributors and wholesale and retail 
butchers enable the former to have his Sunday joint at a price which he can afford to 
pay, and the latter to secure a moderate margin of profit out of that he worked so hard 
to produce?  
 

That there is a great future before the meat export trade of Australia and New Zealand, 
who can doubt, that will but give the subject a little consideration. It is all a matter of 
price. All the energies of grazier’s must be directed to lowering the cost of putting the 
meat on the European markets.  
Germany, Spain, Austria, Sweden, Norway, Italy and Russia barely themselves supply 
the small proportion of meat their populations consume, and could they procure meat 
at anything like the price at which it would pay us handsomely to deliver it to them, 
they would become largely increased meat consumers. They consume so little' be- 
cause meat is dear relative to other foods. It is well known that Ger- mans, for instance, 
are large meat-eaters in Australia and America.  
 

If the population of Germany would but consume one additional ounce of meat a week 
each, we could not supply them with sufficient. If the vexatious duties and charges 
taken off, we could supply the Continental populations with meat at a price that would 
astonish them, and open up a profitable trade to us. As bearing on this, Mr. Hume 
Black, special commissioner of the Queensland Government, and Mr. Weddell, who 
represents the Queensland Meat Export Company, have visited Antwerp, Hamburg and 
Berlin with a view to forwarding trade in Queensland meat. They are convinced that 
there is a great future for the trade, and are arranging for the establishment of meat 
tlept1ts in Germany.  
 

France, which we have not yet mentioned, has (from having been an exporter) become 
an importer. If the French and German army authorities would decide to take our meat, 
and the tariff need not be an obstacle in the case-again, it would tax the resources of all 
Australia to supply their requirements It has been ascertained, too, that merino mutton 
is preferred to crossbred on the Continent. We may rest as assured that if the huge 
populations of Europe could but be supplied with our meat at, say, 3!d. per lb. 
wholesale-and this price would handsomely pay us, -we could not supply the whole 
demand that would a arise. But there are other markets. Japan, yet untried, may prove a 
I large customer for Australian mutton in the near future.  
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At present The people of that country live. almost entirely upon fish and rice. "Keeping 
no cattle," wrote Sir Edwin Arnold last year, "they have no milk for the children and 
invalids; and having no flocks of sheep OF goats on hill or plain, there is practically no 
meat at all in the country to eat, except what little is imported for the carnivorous 
foreigner." He states that. including poultry, rabbits and game, which are eaten by the 
richer classes, the yearly demand for fresh meat in Japan is less than three-quarters of a 
pound avoirdupois per inhabitant, and adds :- "Frozen carcasses of mutton could be 
imported by tens of thousands from Australia at seven cents a pound, if there were 
only proper refrigerating stores in which to receive them at Nagasaki, Osaka, 
Yokohama and Hakodate; and probably it will be in that way before long that Japan 
will take up a more liberal daily diet."  
 

Then there is Canada and other countries. Our relations with the Dominion have 
recently become more intimate through the enterprise of Mr. James Huddart in 
establishing a line of steamers to Vancouver, and following that by the visit to 
Australia of a member of the Canadian Ministry. The ensuing conference of Australian 
representatives with the Dominion Government will probably lead to important results 
and widen the possibilities of a great interchange of commodities.  
 

Lately the duty on meat imported into Canada hag been taken off, and there is no doubt 
whatever that there is a market, though a limited one, for frozen as well as tinned meat 
in Vancouver.  
 

Then again, see what is being done at Port Said. The enterprising firm of Messrs. Will 
and Co. erected frozen meat stores there last year, and now upwards of 200 ships per 
month are taking there meat from these stores. "From Port Said and Ismailia," says the 
Daily Telegraph, in an article published twelve months ago, which will be the main 
centres, the garrisons and white population of Egyptian towns will be supplied by train 
from steamers fitted with refrigerators, and which, constantly replenished with fresh 
consignments from Australia, will run to and fro along the waterway, and thus 
maintain a regular and reliable supply. With regard to Egypt, the article goes on to say 
:- "The army of occupation take, from May 1st to October, at the rate of 3,OOOlbs. of 
beef per day, on six days of the week, and 3,OOO lbs. of mutton on one day per week, 
and from November to April-beef, six days, 2,5001bs. per day, and mutton, one day, 
2,500Ibs. The present contract price for native meat is 31s. 6d. per 100lbs, equal to 
about 3td. per lb., a price which Australian meat can compete with on similar terms, 
and leave a fair profit. "Messrs. Oscar de Satgė and T. Rome, formerly Queensland 
squatters, now directors of the Union Mortgage and Agency Co., Limited, and lately 
on a visit to Australia from the old country, state that, the beef and mutton at Port Said 
are of the highest quality, the sheep bright and well butchered, and as good as the best 
mutton sold at Cannes at 9d. per lb. wholesale. Both beef and mutton were in the 
highest degree satisfactory." It may here be mentioned that Mr. Lichtenberg, of Port 
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Said, has been for some time endeavouring to get the Government to allow him to 
establish depots for frozen meat in the Mediterranean. The efforts that are being made 
in so many directions to place our meat before the consumer must bear good results.  
 
Although it is nearly 14 years since Australian-killed fresh meat was first delivered in 
London, and 12 since fresh meat from New Zealand was delivered there, the meat 
export trade is, compared with its possibilities, still in its infancy. In their circular 
dated 29th December, 1893, Messrs. W. Weddell and Co., of London, give a table 
which shows the vast requirements of England, and " the comparatively insignificant 
proportions as yet attained by the frozen meat trade," This table shows that the import 
of all kinds of live and dead meat into England now represents a total consumption of, 
say, 700,000 tons out of 2,122,000 tons, " The Home production of beef and mutton," 
says the circular, does not increase so rapidly as do the requirements of the grow- ing 
population, and the qualities of imported dead meats of all kinds have risen from 
13'51bs, per head in 18.3 to 19'11bs in 1883, and 29'Olbs, in 1891 (the latest official 
return). Apart from the question of the increasing annual consumption, these figures 
reveal a steadily growing dependence upon foreign supplies, and afford a guarantee for 
a sustained demand for Colonial beef and mutton. . Twenty years ago the great bulk of 
the Home production of meat was consumed by the upper and middle classes, the 
working man using comparatively little meat then. The scale of living amongst the 
masses of our population is now, however, undoubtedly rising steadily, and the low 
price of frozen meats is fostering a taste which could not be gratified until within 
recent years. The capabilities of this undeveloped field cannot be gauged even 
approximately; but at a moderate level of prices, and with the rate of increase 
reasonably regulated, there can be little doubt that the outlet will prove to be co-
extensive with the producing capacities of the Colonies."  
 

The more we look at the matter the more we are struck with the many possibilities, nay 
the great probabilities, which almost ensure a profitable future to the meat export trade, 
which will be vast in its extent, and which we feel certain is destined to raise the 
pastoral industry of Australia to a sounder and stronger position than it has ever yet 
attained. The markets of the world are (having regard to the growth of population, 
without a corresponding increased area for food production) practically unlimited.  
 

In Australia meat can be produced more cheaply than anywhere else in the world; and 
it is the business of Australian graziers to adopt every means to put that cheaply-
produced meat on the market.  
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ADDENDUM. 
REPORT BY C. FETHERSTONHAUGH TO THE GRAZIERS' MEAT EXPORT 

COMPANY. 
 

A meeting of gentlemen interested in the formation of the Graziers' Meat Export Company, 
was held recently at the Warrigal Club, Sir Joseph Abbott, Speaker of the Legislative 
Assembly, presiding. The chief business was the consideration of a report prepared by Mr. C. 
Fetherstonhaugh for the executive committee. The report, of which the following is a 
summary, was unanimously adopted :-  
The report states that the Company is making steady progress with the initiatory proceedings. 
The committee has adopted the system of chilling inland and freezing at port on the strength of 
a report supplied by Mr. C. Fetherstonhaugh. The report first deals with the supply of sheep.  
 

THE FLOCKS OF THE COLONY. 
 

It is shown that the flocks of the colony have decreased from 61,300,000 on 1st January, 1892, 
to 56,200,000 on 1st January, 1894, a shrinkage of 5,100,000 in two years. It is not thought 
that the number will fall below 55,000,000. The annual surplus available for slaughter and 
export is estimated at 8,500,000. Of this local consumption, the other colonies would take 
about 3,500,000, leaving 5,000,000 for export annually in the shape of frozen meat, tinned 
meat, and tallow. The average loss from droughts will, however, probably reduce this to an 
average of 4,000,000. At the same time it is stated that there are not at the present moment 
probably 300,000 prime wethers fit for export in the whole of New South Wales. Of the five 
millions of sheep left, after deducting three millions and a half for colonial use, some two 
millions should, within three years, go home frozen, and the balance tinned and boiled; but 
when we succeed in putting good ewe mutton on the Home (England) market at a rate 
allowing it to be retailed to the masses, say at about 4id., we shall be able to export frozen, 
another million of the above balance. 
  
METHODS OF OPERATING. 
 

The report then treats of the different methods of operating on sheep for export The method of 
killing and freezing the stock at the seaboard after long journeys on the roof and in trucks from 
the interior; Mr. Fetherstonhaugh looks upon this system as not worth discussion, as almost all 
graziers and thoughtful persons have discarded it. Advantages of inland works are explained 
thus:- The difference in actual cost of operating on a million sheep, frozen and chilled, and 
some boiled, is some £18,000 a year in favor of:- 
1. inland, beside the enormous saving in loss of quality in the meat, in deaths and injury, and 
in suffering to the animals. Inland works are strongly recommended as against works near the 
seaboard on account of  saving of cost of railway freight.  
2. Saving of knocking about to the sheep,  
3. Room to paddock and rest the sheep.  
4. Cheaper land and increased value of land once works are erected.  
5. Better disposal of offal, either by keeping pigs or as manure for local use.  
6. No danger of being indicted as a nuisance.  
7. More choice of site, so that one can be chosen when gravitation can be utilised.  
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8. The much greater popularity of inland works with graziers, the public, and the press,  
9. The very important consideration that a large number of the sheep operated on will be 
boiled and tinned, and that there can be no doubt whatever as to the great saving to the grower 
of operating on this class of sheep inland,  
10. The very great advantages in dealing with the bye-products at inland works.  
 

The system of chilling at inland works, railing to port in chilled cars, and there freezing the 
previously chilled and already partly frozen sheep preparatory to shipping for export, as 
against freezing at inland works and railing the frozen meat to port, and there delivering 
straight into the ships (as can be done if the distance is not over 200 miles), or of storing at port 
preparatory to shipment if the distance is over 200 miles, is gone into exhaustively. The 
objection taken to the chilling system by experts in frozen meat (who, however, had no 
experience of chilling) were :- 
 

1. That it involved a double operation where one would suffice, resulting in additional 
handling and expense.  
2. That it was an experiment, and that meat chilled and railed long distances and afterwards 
frozen would probably give bad results at the other end.  
3. That the expense of railing chilled sheep against frozen sheep, owing to the much larger 
number of frozen sheep that can be carried in a van, added so much to the expense as to alone 
decide the matter in favor of freezing inland.  
 

ADVANTAGES OF THE CHILLING SYSTEM. 
 

The advantages of the chilling system are referred to in these terms :- We have said that the 
first axiom in the export of meat is to operate on the sheep as near their own pastures as 
possible. Sheep should never have over 100 miles to travel to where they are slaughtered, and 
the less trucking, even for short distances, the better. Under no system can sheep be treated so 
close to their own pastures as under that of inland chilling. This is because the small cost of 
chilling works, as compared with that of freezing works, will enable nine chilling works, or 
indeed more, to be erected, as against three freezing works.  
 

The fact of having nine sets of works spread over the colony instead of only three, will 
necessarily greatly shorten the distances stock will have to travel to the works. Now, while the 
amount, thus saved will be counter balanced by increased railage, yet the loss of condition 
saved will have to put to the credit of the inland chilling system. This cannot be estimated at 
less than lIb. of inside fat, equal to 2 pence a sheep. This again, and the fresher and better 
conditioin of the sheep after a short journey to the works, will in itself hr more than make up 
for the difference in railage between chilled and frozen meat. It is contended that meat chilled 
and kept chilled for some days before being frozen produces a better article at the other end, 
and it is held that it ripens and preserves its natural juice and bloom better.  
 

It is not at all improbable that ere long some of our Australian sheep will be put in the Home 
market in a chilled condition only. Now, although this is not likely to be carried out to any 
very large extent, it being at present considered impossible to hold chilled meat for any length 
of time (60 days is said to be the limit), yet it is quite possible that a considerable quantity may 
be exported in that state, If so, the inland chilling works world again score. Again, once the 
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local market is relieved of the glut, sheep must recover until they reach the values exported 
sheep return to owners. It will then be found that it will often pay to put some of the chilled 
sheep on the local market, and all rejects can be sold locally.  
 

COST OF THE TWO SYSTEMS 
  

Cost of operating under both systems is given as follows :-Inland chilling: Killing, chilling, 
freezing, bagging, storing, &c., and delivering on board ship, '12 02 per sheep; interest at 6 per 
cent. and depreciation 71 pElr cent, on £150,000, 4'86d. per sheep; cost of operating, 16 88d. 
per sheep; railage, 350 miles, 400 sheep at £19 per truck (new rate). 11'40d per sheep; total 
cost, 28'28d. per sheep; differencc in favor of chilling, I'Old. per sheep; grand total, 29'29d. per 
sheep. Inland freezing: Killing. freezing, bagging, storing, &c, and delivering on board ship, 
13'08 per sheep; interest at 6 per cent, depreciation 7 per cent, on £ 180,000, 5 83d. per sheep; 
cost of operating, 18 91d. per sheep; railage, 350 miles, 500 sheep at 21'13d, revised rate, 
10'38d. per sheep; grand total, 29'29d, per sheep. Advantages of exporting are dealt with in the 
following terms:- At present the outside net value to a grower 350 miles from port of a wether 
with four months' wool weighing 541b, butcher's weight, sold at Homebush, is 4 shillings and 
6 pence to 4 shillings and 9 pence. A similar wether sold at Aberdeen at schedule rates would 
net the grower about 6 shillings and sixpence if he had no trucking to pay, and the Aberdeen 
Company have to make their profit after paying this amount. This shows the advantages of 
freezing works. A similar wether, however, treated by a graziers' company working at a 
minimum of charges, and chilling the sheep close to its own pastures, would net the owner at 
least 30 per cent. more.  
This would be taking the London value at only 3td, per lb., and the consolidated rate from 
works 350 miles inland at 2kd, per lb. At present the consolidated rate from 350 miles inland is 
2td As, however, we hope at no very distant date to be able to put mutton on the Home market 
from 350 miles inland at 2d. per lb, London charges included, this would get the grower 
another 6d. a sheep, and leave him a net return (for a 541b. merino wether, frozen weight) of 
10s., with six months' fleece, taking the London price at 3!d.  
 

In dealing with the cost of working, the report states that the rate charged for freezing in 
Australia must necessarily be a good deal more than that in New Zealand. In this colony the 
temperature is much higher, and it is found at Aberdeen that 1,500 sheep can be frozen in 
winter for the same cost as 800 in summer. This may be put at about 2~d R. sheep all the year 
round, or .05d. per lb. in favor of New Zealand. Again, the bye-products, which become the 
prerequisites of the freezing company, viz., the head, tongue, blood, offal, and "runners" or 
intestines, are worth in New Zealand 5td. per sheep, being the products of crossbred sheep. In 
Australia these products are not worth more than from l!d., a difference of, say, 3jd., or equal 
to '074d. per lb. This, added to the extra expense of freezing in a cold climate, comes to 6d. a 
sheep, or '12d. per lb. Therefore, when New Zealand factories work at .32d. per lb., we have to 
advance to '44d. per lb. The writer of the report believes that an immense future undoubtedly 
lies before the meat export trade of Australia, and that before many years the demand will 
exceed the supply. It is maintained that it is of the utmost importance that this immense and 
important industry shall fall, at the outset at any rate, into the hands of the producers and those 
immediately concerned with them in business, else the small margin that now exists between 
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the cost of putting meat on the Home market and the amount there realised will go in dividends 
to shareholders instead of into the “pocket" of producers.    

CHARGES. 
 

As bearing on the position of the grower, under the incidence of existing charges, the 
following particulars were sent to Fetherstonhaugh, showing the returns from a fine lot of 
wethers treated at the Lakes Creek Works (Rockhampton).  
 

The wethers were in full wool, and weighed when frozen 15Ibs.; the meat averaged in London 
3'16d per lb.  
 

    The gross return was ... ...   17 5  
    Charges ... ... ... ... … … …12 1 
       ______  
    Net to Owner . ... … … … .5.  4  
 
Of this 4 shillings 2½ pence was received for skins and fat net, leaving only 13ld. net for 
451bs. of meat, or something over one farthing per. Ib,  
 

The consolidated rate at Lakes Creek, without London charges, is no less than... 2'08 per II,. 
To this has to be added the London charges and commission amounting to ... ... ... .. .,. 043,. or 
a total of over 2!d. per lb.  
 

Where does the grower come in here?  
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The following telegram from Gunnedah, N.S.W., clipped from the Sydney Morning Herald, of 
18th inst., bears very strongly on the subject of this pamphlet :- "Messrs. H. C. White and 
Cobb, Bando, have arranged to despatch through Messrs. Bacon and Co. 30,000 fat wethers to 
be frozen at Messrs. J. H. Geddes and Co.'s freezing works, Sydney, for realisation in the 
London market. The 3,000 lambs which netted. ?? 6d" alluded to in the Hon, F B. Suttor's 
Bathurst speech, were fattened on Ghoolendaadi Estate, near Gunnedah, and frozen at the 
Aberdeen Works.  
 

Since the latter company commenced operations, fat sheep in this district improved in value at 
least 1 shilling per head. The necessity of a local chilling depot was never more apparent than 
at present."  
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